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The sasswood ordeal of poison presents a diviaatory r:Ltnal
which has been used in criminal cases by. the traditional African of
Sierra Leone and Liberia.

For at least six hundred years., the peoples

of these present countries have imposed this strictest

o~·

ordeals on

2
their moral transgre.ssors; und the p-.ract:tc.e has stn:·vivc:d,. despite. the
protestations of nineteenth-century

the western

missionarit~.2

and the encroachment of

world~

ordt:~ciJ

'rhe investigation of· the historical ev:L.den.ce of the sas::.nJfhJd
among the West Atlantic td.bes of Africa has three basic. purposi2.s ~
First, because of the paucity of interpretive data on the sasswood
the primary purpose of the thesi.s has been to more clearly

ord~::r:::~i.

dsli·~:sa.te

menning, characteristics, and functions of this poison ordeel

thr-·

well

2.s

t5.•3

the swearing of oaths among the peoples of Si.erra lieone and Liberia by

amalgamating historical and more contemporaneous evidence.

the distributi.on of the ordeal was considered; and

To this

end~

tlesi~'r..iption~1 wer~-."!

made of the various characteristics of the trait-ncomplex--the poison? s
action~

the ritual and

cere~onial

aspects, the saam·:ood specialist, the

accusations made in connectic11 with the crdeal as i;;ell as in.digc:nous

myths of origin of the ordeaL

Intracultural correlations we.re thEm

presented t0 de.monstrate the interdigitation of the
in relation to the ordeal.

~lem.ents ~tn

a

enltun~

Finally, some functions, other than the ob-

vious guilt-ch.::termining aspect, were presented to demonstrate the varioD3
ways in which it had been used historically.

A second purpos~ of this thesis wasto demonstrate the intrinsically conservative: qualities of the ordeal as ar.. aspsct of religion and
law.

By ass~ssing the irr.pact cf specific historic<tl influences in the

region of the V:it:st Atlantie: trih-as, such
and

urbanization~,

it was shown that no

a-3 Iel~.;-~~;

si3~.1.ificaL.t

colonia.lism, slavery,

change had been wit,-

nessed through the six-hundred-year period of the hLst.ori.cal re.cord.

conc.luding this aspectt it was noted that certaiu '~w~aknes3es=- in the

Ir~

3

freque.ntly--caused problerr-s in i.nterpreting what appeare.d to be an
intri.nslcally conservattve. mn.1.1rc of the sasswood ordeal.

A third. purpose, r~lated to the second, m=t.s the application and

assessment of "ethnohistor1ographic" techniques, that is, those spe.cifi.c
methods of historic.al scholarship utilized by the ethnographer i.n investigating past cultures.· The limits of the use of the ethnohistorio-·
·,

graphi.c techniques included observational b:t?-s (which was readily

accountable, dealing as it did. with hyperbole), the preoccupation with
"sensational" dat::: (which provided disparaties, over-emphases in the.

historical record), as well as political. motivations such that national
prejudice frequently determined the ":fnterpretat:i.on 11 placed on the

ordeal.

In addition, it was noted that

be~ause

the sasswood ordeal

may be classi.fied as "esoterica," the record for this practj.ce was

generally spotty; and this fact affected

-~µterpretations

on the actual

change manifested in the trait-·complex.
The main contribution made by this study has been to afford future
readers with a composite a-ad relatively complete source of information
on one specific type of po.ison ordeal practiced among the West Atlantic
tribes cf

Sierr.~ L~one

and Liberia ..
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
If I have been guilty of this crime,
If I ha·11e gone and sought such a one's hurt,
If I have sent an.other to seek such a one's hurt,
If I have employed anyone to make ch.arms and cook bush,
Or put anything in the road,
Or to touch his cloth,
Or to touch his yams,
Or to touch his goats,
Or to touch his fowls,
Or to touch his children,
If I have prayed for his hurt,
If I have thought to hurt him in !ny heart,
If I have any intention to hurt him,
If ever, at any time, I do any of these things,
Or employ others to' do these things,
Then, o God.! Thou de~l with me!
West African Oath
~~

1

esteemed Senator, learned in the law, has called the lie-

detector test "twentieth century witchcraft," and in very nearly the
same breath has demanded.that his witnesses "swear to tell the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God."

2

In the

first case, certain physiological responses such as pulse rate, respiration, and perspi.ration are measured to a.scertain guilty knowledge or
lying in the individual

~1he.n

asked questions, since it is thought that

these autonomic responses occur outside of human self-control.

~...ary Kingsley, Travels, in West
Company, 1897), Po 465.· .
2

Senat:Gr Sam

June, 1973 ..

Ervin~

Af!~.s

In the

(London: Macmillan and

Senate Select Committee. on Campaign

Activitie~,

2
second case, an ancient

ri~ual

of taking an oath on a sacred object,

such as the Bible, is being performed, so that if an untruth is told,
God will seek His appropriate revenge.
both cases: the guilty

wi~l

Yet the effect is the same i.n

be exposed, one way or the other: through

the apparent actions of extra~human controls.
These practices are universals, thoagh,they come in different
7
A t.1 antic
. tr1. b es o f
guises; ana., t h eir aspects among t h e 1".vvest

•
..1.:r1ca

A r..
~

3

..
wi. 1 ...

be presented in the thesis, not as twentieth-century (or seventeenthcentury or fifteenth-century) witchcraft, but as long-standing, currently

viable practices, vital to the societies of that region in many ways.
External sanctions and judgments are man;f ested through the actions of
the supernatural in the ordeals and oaths performed by the i:nd:igen.s of
Sierra laeone and Liberia.

For at least six hundred years, the peoples

of these present countries have imposed one of the strictest of ordeals-the sasswood ordeal of poison--on their moral transgressors; and the
practice has survive.cl, despite the protesta.tions of nine.teenth-century
Z:.1.issio11aries and the encroac.hment of the western world'°

That this

practice has survived at all would attest to its alleged success and
efficacy in the view of those who utilize it.

I. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The investigation of the historical evidence of the sasswood
ordeal among the West Atlantic tribes of Africa has three basic purposes.
1.
3

Because cf the paucity of interpretive data on the sasswood

See page

15~

3
ordeal and oath-swearing; the" primary puFp.o~~ cf this thes:f.s will be to
' .

more clearly delineate ~he m~aning' cha:ra.c~·~~istics' and functions of
\,

Of

this poison ordeal as well ~s the swearing

oaths among the peoples of

By amalgamati~g historical and more contem-

Sierra Leone and Liberia!

-)

.

porary evidence from the,se areas, it will

pe

possible to afford

Et.

mote

complete picture of the ·~ppict:i.ces than has :bee,n previously provided.
In addition, the

relatio'?shlp~:
~f

cedures to the operation

legal~religious

of these

the whole of ,the

c~lture

divina.tory pro-

will be explored.

2 • . A second purpose of this thesis'wi).Lbe to demonstrate the

intrinsically conservative qualities of the}ordeal and oaths as aspects
of religion and law.

By

assessing
specif.ic- historical influences in
·•
,

~,

'

the region of -the West Atlantic tri.bes, such
·as Islam and colonialisn~,
'
'

•

.

.~

'

.

.

_i

h~s

it will be shown that no signf :J_cant change

the six-ht.mdred-year period of :the historical

been

witnes~ed

r~cord.

through

This fact, it

will be demonstrated, might be related to ·certa.in deficiencies in the
historical. record which mig~t.' give the appearance of· the lack of change.
However, it will be possible to conclude that the basic tenacity and
adaptability of the ordeal and oath complex is evident through· tii:ne-~
'.

substantiating the existence of a highly persiStent

trait-comple~{.

J

. 3.

A third purpos_~ will be the appli~ation. and assessment of

"ethnoM.storiogra.phic" techniques, that

is,.

·those specific methods· of

·~'

historical scholarship
past cultures.

ut~lJzed

by the et!,inographer in investigating

The principal research scn.ir~e _:in the case of the sass-

wood ordeal has been historical:i written

do~uµi.ent8.

There a.re limits

to the use ·of this method9logy which shall_· be dlsf!ussed in the. section
on "Methodology" in this Introduction...

4

One of the principal _assumptions to k_~ep in mind in reading th.is
thesis lies in the difference between a trait_, and a trait-complex.
Traits and trait-complexes are "ideal" material for an historical study
in that "the historical vi-e~rp9int focuses a.t_tention on unique, or sped.fie, objects and events in t_ime and in placev

In ethnology, it deals

with cultural elements as they have actually existed ••• recording their
',

4

chronological and spatlal story."

The minimum significant unit of

culture capable of being isolated in time and

i~

space is called a

trait, and interrelated traits are grouped into a trait-cornplex.

5

For

this reason of its specificity; the sasswood ordeal and oath-swearing
were regarded concurrently as linked trait-complexesG

Oath-swearing

and ordeals could have been treated independently as a trait-complex,
for each, as an 5.tem of cultural behavior' 'can be broken into further

constituent el~ments or traits.

Because of the co-incidence of these

two trait-complexes among the West Atlantic tribes, however, they were

considered as a single trait-complex.
There were two main reasons for having chosen the subject of a
specific kind of ordeal for the present study.

First of all, in

approaching any topic histor;i..cally, one is faced with a distinct problem: what ::i.s of in.terEs t to the present

reade:l.~

and researcher was not

necessarily of comparable interest to the earlier recorder of events.
Where the present author would find the etiology, function, and idealogy of legal-religious cultaral practices of prime importance and
4

:Felix

K~esiag,

Cultural

and Winston, 1958), p. 145.
SI•.
~
0 l.O.,

Ant_hropo~ogY..

(New York: Holt, Rinehart,

5
interest, the early observer of West Afric&n religions and laws would
.more likely be attracted by:. and subsequently record the sBnsational as

he came across it: the sacrlfices, the eiaborate rituals, the cannibalism, and the ordeals.

These were
not everyday occurences in the western
.

European explorer's life, and they

therefor~

caught his notice.

He was

content to record what he saw, too, throug11 his own "cultural eyes,"
and this limited the accurate description of what he did, in fact,
perceive •. Discrepancies among the reports are wltness to this fact.
These matters, however, are subject to discussion in a later section of
this chapter.

Oaths and ordeals I were chosen for diachronic study

be~·

cause of their "sensational" quality, which mecnt histor:i.cally that they
were recorded, and for their.appeal to the author in terms of functional
considerations and the relation to the persistence of the trait-complex.
The second motivation for choosing the topic of ordeals lies in
the fact that they have beert and are possessed with a quality of the
sacred in that supernatural sanctions are the means through which they
are alleged to operate.

The fact that ordeals are regarded .as the

intercession of non-ancestral spirits in matters of jurisprudence would
lead to the assumption of their resiliance.to change which might not be
evidenced in more vulnerable or structurally malleable elements of culture, such as material items.

Things that are revered die hard; and

when considered with the manifold functions-of the oath-ordeal complex,
what this author hopes to· demonstrate is· the innate religious
tism of the practices.

conserv~.

·

6

II.

THEORY

In anthropological research the historical approach ideally
presents as the study in the field of a single culture over a long
period of time, preferably a decade or more, ln order to ascertain the
true characteristics of that- culture as well as to postulate on the nature
of Culture.

This method utilizes well-known specifics such as direct

observational data on ritual forms, religious beliefs and the like,
obtalned through the intehsive, first-hand investigations to extrapolate
to the more general.

6

Over the extended duration of this field work,

one could notice changes in. form and :tn function; and these changes
would necessarily require explanation,
The approach of historical ethnography; used in this thesis, has
as its purpose a similar tenet: exploring a.single culture or culture
area from a more literally historical persp.ective through the perusal
of historical (written) sources in order to assess such change as might
have occurred in the culture over an even longer period of time and from
a distance betrayed by both time and space.

The problems in such re-

search are im.plicit--the lack of first-hand knowledge or appraisals,
observational bias, differential interest on the part of the recorder,
and other factors which render the work of the historical ethnographer
subject to questions of int.erpretation..

At

l~ast

a partial purpose of

this thesis has been to assess.the problems 6£ what shall be termed
ethnohistoriography in relation to the

definitio~

of and inte:i:pretation

of a finite aspect of a specific cultural group.
6

P:m1 Radin, ,The Method and Theory of ·Et9nolog:r.., (New York:

McGraw-Hill

'Company~

1933).

'

_,_
-~.·- ··~~

~~
',,:..

- r.

-

·... ~ .,
.

7
The historical

a.pproa_c,:~

to the studx of ,:legal practices such as

the sasswood ordeal and o~ths, a.Tilong the West \\:t~antic tribes has the
..

purpose of· observing the /pcc?.rence of ch~nge through the diachronic
':t

methodology. of the. histori~p...
·'

approach in the historical m.et.hodology wil~:'
nature of the

use

The auxiliary

of the'. functionalist

:\

persistenc~ ~f

the

be\ necessary

to explain the

practic~?·

III ...: ~THODOLOGY .;

The subject of this thesis will be to ezjjlore and to define the
nature of a specific

cultur~l

practice by the historical survey of that

practice in a particular g·eographic regi~n-~ . For the purpose of definitional accuracy, two terms wquld seem to ·be _appropriate to describe the

methods employed in the thesis.
''Historical ethnography" has been described as follows.

The reconstruction _of -a synchronic, ·ethnographic description of
a past stage of a c~lture, especia~iy a description based on
written documents ~01;1temporary with .. that. ,stage. The aim (of
this approach) would b~ to parallel ~~ ciosely as possible
what would be manifest in field ethn9grapJ1y, even though the
evidence is not what :t;he', anthropologist has himself observed,
overh:ard, and been t~ld; but 7athe,r w~!3.t others, non-anthro7
pologists, have lea:~.ed,· and written,, do~n.
This definition should be a:ttered·to state that only one trait-complex
is considered and over a long period of time, .11ot a "tempoi:al isolat_e,"
.

such that the study

become~ bot~

may be termed limited historical

.

diachronic arid partic-ularist.
ethnography~

This

This has been achieved

by piecing together of ten ~ncomplete historical: reports of the sasswood
ordeal a.-.,.d concomitant oath:-swe'aring from d~~ferent historical periods

7
William Sturtevant{_ ~:An·t~ropology ~· History, and Ethnohistory,"
Ethno~i.stor~r., XIII (1966),<po _454a

8

picture of_ t~.e practice from its begi11-·

so that one may obtain the

nings in the historical record _to the pn~sen·t ~ ·
Because. the initial investigations w~r·e donducted by non-anthropologists, it; is the task of hj_stor:i.cal ethnbgra.p"ters in re.searching a
single item of culture or

,:a ~_t;Thple

termed "ethnohistoriographr~<~

society· .to use. the method that will be

This author will· define ethnohistorio.,.

'

.

.:.

graphy as the ~pecific tecJ:ini'!ues 'and method.s utilized by an anthropologist to research a specif_ic
·topic in cultur~ history,
viewed diachroni:
..

cally, for the purpose of a:scertaining the nat:ure of culture change.
By using such a technique

th~

~cf

goals and methods

ethno.grapher are more clearly reconciled.

the his tori an and the

'.The tUachronic, chronological,

'

'

dynamic view of the historian concerns itse_lf with the process in a cul~~ ~

ture and the events which.manifest this process.

Process involves a

continuum of facts and e~e1its which each interdigitate and affect the
others, and history reveals. th~ substance of this process.

8

Ethnography,

on the other hand, is concer.ned with the study of a culture synchronically, and characteristically statically, in .that the ethnographers, with
few except;ions such as Paµl'!ladin, have been unable or unwi.lling to invest in the intensity of ref?earch and length. of . field work which would
-

.

'

"

,,
. ~-

,

.

,.''

make the study at one and the SC!:me time synch~onic (particularis:tic.} and

diachronic {historical).

The.historical ethnographer, ideally working

in both the field or library'·· and' archives' affords the approaching rep

•

conciliation of a

• •

;•

dynamic_his~orical

. '• ,.

specificity of the

'

."'.·. •

-~

: ,...

.

-

methpdology and the cultural

9

e~hncgrapher.

8

Leopold Pospisil . The Nature of Law (Eugene:: University of Oregon,
M.A. Thesis, .1952), p. 2s~--------

·9__ • •
•
:Kactl,n, op. cit.

::·.

\
l

\
)

r
>
)

{

·~

This thesis will not be concerned principally .with the problems of
>'

'•.

•

,~·

-~..

•

ethnohistoriography; but, iri' order to clarif:y ~he approach used in its
ethnohistorio~raphic

study, some of the specific

problems and considera·-

tions. encomi.tered should'_.be_ recorded since, th~y· in turn affect conclusions made regarding the

persistence

of. the_ ·sasswood ordeal among _the

West Atlantic tribes .. · The·'irems -discussed at this point are not a complete list of all

problems-ep~ountered

in historical ethnography, but

it will be descriptive of them as they pet:ttl_in to the specific topi. c at
The more specific problems would logically differ in each topic

hand.

of -culture history as well

as. the

region being'·:·studied,

The ,ruost obvious s.ource of information for the investigation of
the sasswood ordeal and oath~~wearing ~mong. tl~e West Atlantic tribes

is the utilization of historical, written spurces.

The historic.al

record in this region of Africa. is a partisularly .fruitful area of

study because West Africa especially has. been' the focus of continued
.

.

.

.

contact by Indo-European·s. since the first centµd.es of the Christian
era •. While none of the ~ariiest records mad_e ·note, even inferentially,
of the ordeals; and oaths l?r::lcticed, due

to. the

fact of these rect)rders'

preoccupatiou with aspects' of trade and the wtiting of "travelogues,"
th~re.is

a substantial continuity of recorded data from the early fif.,

teen th century to the

pre~ent,

which af f otds roughly a six-huntlred-ye.ar
· ..

period over ""Jhich to .inves t.iga te the ordeals and oaths and the changes,

tf any,

that were m;:µiifested

in _them.

In eddition, the record has been.
\

particularly varied in that the reporters·· of many nations and many interests have explored Sief·ra ·Leone and Liberia, thereby providing for

both a breadth and eventvally a depth of.invest:igatiort of the ways of

:;..-,

10

life of the peoples living there.
There are, however, seve.ral sources of

written sources which shbuld

be

~rror

in the utilization of

discussed in. tU:rn as they relate to the

study of the oath-ordeal- complex. These. have been suppH.etl pri.Ild.pally
10
\. .
--1-1by Mouloud Mameri
and D~v~.d Pitt • ·
The first factor of ·ethnohistoriography which causes certain misinformation and disproportions in the historical record is defined as
a "taste for the sensational and the marvellous" on the part of the
:12.
early as well as more contemporary reports i'·.
The shocking has always
attracted the attention of reporters; and from the earliest record of
the ordeal, it has been couched in superlatives.

The reason for chaos-

ing the topic of the study of ordeals and oaths rested on this facet of
ethnohistoriography, for it.would have proved futile to describe and
investigate the more obscure, less "impressive" cosmology and ideology
of the peoples of this region from the earliest times.

In the earlier

records and only until very recently have the repo·rts net been concerned
with anything "subtle" or psychological.
to bridge the gap between

what~

The.sasswood ordeal appeared

recorded (viz., the sensational)

and what may be regarded as religi.ous and . ideological.
tice which caught the eye of the chroniclers

t~1rough

It was one prac-

time, and thereby

provided a sound basis for a diachronic stu.dy.

lOMoulcu<l Mameri,. nclassification of Written Sources,u Emerging
Themes of Afric.cn !iistor~, ·ed. T .. 0. Ranger ·(Nairobi: East African PubH
lishing House, 1966), p. 8Li.•
1

..!2EI.

1navid Pitt, :Using Historical Sourc.es in Anthropology and Socio(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston$ 1972), pp. 46-61.
12"
. iuC~
~
e;.amouri,
c i t.

11

A second problem In the use of historical sources has been the
recorders' attachment to c~rtain opinions,.which may be more simply
t

· d.ice~
enne d preJU

13

Exp 1orers, aaventurers,
..
. h ants, government
mere
.

~

officials, and anthropologists have come to Si~rra Leone and Liberia
reflecting their home nations' attitudes as.well as the intellectual
dispositions of the age in which they were writing.
.

The history of the

.

nation concerned played a si.gnificant part in. the tone of this prejudtce!'
and these will be considered.

~.n

example of this aspect is to be seen

with the majority of the British, who, from, the begi.nning of thei.r
exposure to West Africa in t,he later 1500' s',(i.e. , during the period of
Elizabethan merchantilism) . to the end of the· Victorian era, had demonstrated their apparent sense· of self-important superiority and moral
justification for the conquest of "inferior" nations, allegedly, in
part, for the latter's own good.
the accurate recording of

d~ta

Such sanctimony obviously would affect

since such prejudice and ethnocentrism

would result in the channeling of that data into preconceived compartments and classifications.

Iri the case of the physical ordeals used to

detect guilty behavior, such practices had

b~en

associated in the past

with the witch trials in Britain during the _seventeenth century; and
perhaps because of the proximity of such behavior in the history of that
nation, these practices were. condemned as "barbaric."
were considered to be the innate biological

~u1d

In addition, what

mental supericri.ty of

the whites, promulgated by the notions of pseudo-Darwinism extant during
the nineteenth century, resulted in the dismissal of anything achieved
by the blacks as being "primitive."

13

Ibid.

In the case of ordeals, however,

l ·")

"·

fact and opinion may be readily separated because of the obvious condemnatory tone used when the recorders made judgnients and also due to the

fact that the formal :facts. __ of 'the practice ar~ self-evident.

In this

case, the trouble encountered-might be over-exa~geratio~ to stress the
point of

"inferiority~"

but.hyperbole has been considered and taken

into account.
Releited to the above, the. national territorial and imperialistic.
interests of the recording ,.country would result in political motivations
which in turn affected the . disposition of the individual recording.
Again with regard to Britain in the later eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies, nation.al interest was directed to conquest in the development of
the Empire.

The scouts for the Empire, with the explorers such as

Sir Richard Burton and John.Hawkins, demonstrated in their records the
notion politically popular at the time that-it was white man's duty, i f
not burden, to control Africans, attempting

to

substantiate and to prove

in their journals the duty of the white to supervise the black.

Indivi-

duals in the. service of the country, such as government officials,
would more likely reflect those national political interests than the
independent explorers, because of their vested _interest in political and
societal manipulation ratl!-er than mere observation.

The former had a

purpose, an "axe to grind," in their recording of events in reference
to the government's posit:f.on while the latter had only a disposition and

prejudice ..
Despite these greater national attitude.s and political motivations,
the most significant source of error in the.se

r~c.ords

would appear to

13
lie with the individual.

. 14
This factor. has been called observational bias,

which is more variable thai:1

th~ pr~wious

thl:'.ee sources of error because

an individual's predilections are less predictable.

Different indivi-

duals would have different abilities and different interests..
be demonstrated later in
aries differed from the

descr~bing
exp1o~ers

some

o~ .-the

As will

various records, mission-

in their xnanne1· of recording the ordeal,

usually in tone rather than.in substance cf the description.

Such fac-

tors as the health and education of the recqrder were also taken into
;~·

consideration in determining the objectivfty or subjectivity of the
recorder, whether he might be_ peevish, complacent, or "over-emotional, •r
that is, how his objectivity as a recorder Jllight be affected.

15

Confidence

in the word of the individual transmitting the account must be developed
and assessed; the records of the individuals describing the ordeal are
not the same and whether these differences are significant should be
assessed wlth each case in .,terms of observational bias.

As

mentioned

above, these discrepancies are seen as minor in that hyperbole and
"descriptive indiscretionsn are easily distinguished from what may be
regarded as fact.
There is another source of error present in the study of written
sources which may b.::: considered as applicable· t:o the hi.storical investigation of the sasswood ordeal.

In relatio_n to the individuals' ethno-

centric notions, few cf the·_ recorders, except fot· Adam Af zelius,

14

16

were

Pitt, loc. cit.

15Mamuuri, lee. cit.·
16

~A..<lR.m

Afzelius ~ S:i.erra I.eone Journal 1795--1796 (Uppsa.la, SwederJ.:

Studia Ethnographiea Uppsaliensa, XXVII,

1967)~

14
aware of the ideas of causation of the inhabHants of Sierra Leone and
.
..
.
17 . .
Li.beria with regard to. legal practices. · There _was apparently awareness
.

of the link between the orde~ls and superna:tural determinations of gu:Ht,
but the· underlying

ideologie~

other than the legal functions were not con-·

sidered by the majority of the_ recoi::ders..

Basically, though, the.y were

ignorant of the relations between cause and effect in the law.

The Vic-

torian recorders were not concerned with the· functions of these practices
but rather with describing the "bare facts.

Interpretation has been

•L

designated as the task of later investigators; and in this sense, it may
.

.

.·

be assumed that such a deficit has been beneficial in that the mere recording of events would be more comparable to direct field observation
than the ethnocentric, and false, interpretations of events by the earlier records which might well confuse

late~

researchers.

Before concluding the discussion of the.problems encountered in researching historical sources, it would be appropriate to consider one of
the other techniques used by the ethnohistorian and judge the range of
its use in the study of legal-religious practices.
Oral traditicn involves the folk or "emic"

18

view of history, and

in this respect the folk tales and myths of Sierra Leone and Liberia
could be regarded as a likely area for invE:st'igation.

In describing

the assumptions of studying oral traditions, Ruth Finnegan has reported
that "oral tradition is something uniform, something that can } -

17

Mamouri, loc. cit.

.

18
Marvin Harris, The Rise of Anthropological _Theory (New York:
Crowell Press, 1968), p. 57le

15
treated as an undi.fferentia.ted and self-evident entJty (such that it)
leads to a tendency to speak of oral tradition as a source in i.tse.lf

.

without the need to descri.pe and analyze the source."

19

Such a study

would appear particularly:' germane in researching a subject area of law
and religion, which, in keeping with the de£:in:ltion of origin myths provided below (p. 48), would indicate that these essential areas of a
society's culture would need to be "codifi.ed" in their oral traditions.

Unfortunately, the only

~uch

record which has come to this writer's

attention i.s the Dan myth on page 50, which describes the origL!s and
functions of the sasswood ordeal.

Proverbs form another aspect of oral

tradition which might be utilized in this case, being repeated during
ordeals and oaths to exemplify specific points of law.
Having provided an introduction to the general ethnohistoriographic
problems encountered in researching the sasswood ordeal and oath-swearing
among the West Atlantic tribes, the more specific attitudes reflected
by the recording countries will be described in the fourth chapter.

IV.

WEST ATLANTIC TRIBES

The West Atlantic tribes of Sierra Leone and Liberia were selected for their location on the coastal regions of West Africa.

These

regions have a particularly rich history of exploration, from the first
Portuguese to the most recent anthropologist.

1:\i.-i

active slave trade and

colonial perioc, dotted with the records of zealous missionaries, provide

an excellent recorded series of observations from the fifteenth century
19Ruth Finnegan, "Oral Tradition," H~story_ and Theory .. IX (1970),
p. 195.

16
to the present as well as a relative abundance of data from which to draw.

C le
1

The designation West Atlantic

c~rcle occidental de l 'Atlanti-

que") has been-proposed by Baumann and W~stermann. 20
sented by this group is rtot

~acial

linguis~ic,

or

are great, the latter falH.ng into three
Atlantic, and Mande).

21 'I:·he principal

typical West African "civilization"

for these differences

classifications (Kru,

determin:f.ng factor has been

cited as the lack of a highly centralized

formation of local petty chiefdoms.

br-o~d

The unity pre-

fo}~m

of government in the

It has been marked as the area where
encount~rs

"la paleonigritique," and

the amalgamation of the two, lends this region its distinctive characteristics.

In the words of Baumann and Westermann,

From the Ivory Coast to Senegal,_ one finds particular traits
that are alike among the Kru, the Mend.e, and other West African
peoples. These trait$ are especial~y indicated in their poli~
ti cal orgardza tion, v"1h:i.ch from the beginning has been strongly
gerontocratic and democratic; in their economic mode {agricultural .with rice as the principal crop); in the form of their 2 ~
secret societies; a.nd. in their myths ~nd religious structures. ~L.
The main tribes included in this region and in this thesis are
the Wolof; the Bakwe, Bassa, Sikon, Kwa, Grebe, Kru, and Sapo of the
Kru tribes; the Bulam, Kissi, Limba,

Sherbr~,

and Temne of the Atlantic

tribes; and the Dan, Gio, Gagu, Kono, Kpelle, Leko, and Men.de of the
?"'

Ma.nde groups. -5
20

H. Baumann and D. Westermann, T... es Peuples et Les Civilizations de
L'Afrique suivi de Les Lal!Sues et LrEduca~:!-.9.!~ (Paris: Payot, 1967), p. 3674

21

George Murdock, Afr:i.ca: Its People and Their Culture HistoTI:
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), p. 260.
~

22

Baumanr:.

23MlUrd OC1'.,
1

and Westermann, op. c:lt., p. 368.
op.

cit.;· p. 261.
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V.

·PROSPECTUS

A prospectus of the contents cf the chapters following shall be
given at this time to afford '-the reader some .-"idea of what to_ expect in
each secti.on and some notion of the developmf-nt of the subject matter,.
Chapter II will be concerned with the_:· definition of the generic
relation between law and religion, as these ar~as are involved with
similar and overlapping

me~hanisms

of social control in Africa.

The

region of mutuality of law,- and religion will be seen to lie in ritual.
A special type of technological ritual--divination--will be presented as

a mechanism whereby difficult matters are decided with the help of the
supernatural; and oaths and ordeals present as a distinct aspect of
divination utilized to try

~egal

matters, especially those concerning

social high crimes of adul~ery, murder, witchcraft, and theft.
Chapter I I I will deal.with the specific sasswood ordeal of poison
and the concomitant

oath-s~earing

as compiled from the numerous histori-

cal sources which have made reference to it.

The distribution of the

poison ordeals in general will be presented as well as the spatial limitations of the sasswood ordeal.

Descriptions will be made of the various

characteristics of the trait-complex, the poison's action, the ritual
and ceremonial aspects, the specialist involved, and the cases in which
the ordeal is used.

Intracultural correlations will then be presented

to demonstrat~ the int:erdigitation of the ele,ments fn a culture in relation to oaths and 01·deals. . Finally, some fµnctions, other than the
obvi.ous guilt-detc-:cmining aspect, will be pr-esented to demonstrate the
various ways in which the complex has been.

~sed.

'!'he emphasis in this

section will be described as a composite of elements which had been

lH
differentially describe~ in the historicat record.

Chepter IV will present.a general discussion on the probability
of the sasswood ordee.l' s ,propehs_ity for chai1g~. and persistence; that is~
·:···,_.

which elements in it are lil{eJ..y- or unlikefy · to :change.

A discussion of

such changes as are manifest . and probable, eti~log_y for the changes will

be presented.

The various _historical inf_lu.ences t-~ill be presented and

_will fo.cludt-~ Islam: slavery~ colonialism, missionary proselyti.sation,
and the effect of the modern"world on the pra(!ti.ces.

In Chapter V the conclusions regarding 'the . conservative nature
of the ordeal as an aspeC:~ .. of ~aw and· religion will be shown, in
addition to some further prdblems of ethnohistoriography.
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CHAPTER II

THE

RELATION OF LAW AND RELIGION

CHAPTER II
THE RELATION OF LAW AND RELIGION
Before defi.nj_ng the nature of the specific sasswood ordeal and
oath-swearing complex, it would be well to discuss the rela:tionship
between law and religion.

The influence of each on the functioning cf

society will be presented as well as their area of overlap, especially
in the aspect of ritual.

Such a discussion is intended to afford the

reader with an initial orientation to the concepts of law and religion ..

I.

SOCIAL SANCTIONS

Rules for social control are necessary to keep in check the
various tensions, stresses, and couflicts which one meets in dealing
with other members of the society.

These have been called social sane-

tions and are defined as follows.
A sanction is a reaction on the part of a society or of a

considerable number of its members to a mode of behaviour
which is thereby approved (positive sanctions) or disapproved
(negative sanctions). Sanctions may be further distinguished
according to whether they are diffuse or organized; the fonner
are spontaneous expressions of a.ppr_oval er disapproval by the
members of a community, while the latter are social actions
carried out according to some traditional and recognized procedure. 24
Because these tensions require the operation of sanctions and are weak
24

A. R. Radel if f e-Brown, Structure ar.<l }'unction in Primitive
Soci.et..17_ (New York: Free Press, 1965), p 205.
8

points in the society, in that one is more liJ<ely to transgress the
moral code in these areas, and because these aspects of vulnerabili.ty
are important and essential by definition of the individual society,
formalized means of handling the breachs of the established moral code
are developed.

25

By formalized, one should interpret this to mean that

the laws and moral rules are codified in ._the mythology and oral tradi-

tio11s, reflecting as they
society.

-~o,

in sacred guise, the moral tenets of the

Examples of this would be the Bible, the Koran, and the Edda

of Scandinavia as well as -folk tales of other nations.
The mechanisms of social sanctions. are various, but the princip.al
characteristic of a.11 means of social control is that they reflect the
ideal (that is, the "mental template") of .the society with respect to
what is considered important enough to set aside for special legal and
religious observance.

26

restrict certain types

For instance, sanctions and rules function to

of

behavior, such as incest and eating habits,

the violation of which is alleged to upset the ncosmic balance" and to
offend the supernatural.

27

ed formal courts of law.

In addition, other societies have establishIn most cases, public opinion operates to keep

in check moral transgressors by condemnation of the deviant actions,
ostracism of the errant actors, "nd punishment when necessary..

In the

words of Felix Keesing in describing Bronl.slaw Malinowski's "charter"
of the society,

~~it

involves rules, backed by sanctions of social, and

25 Keesing~ op. cit., p. 303.
26

Pospisil, loc. cit.

27K.eesJ..ng, loc. cit •
.1

22
perhaps of supernatural~ opinion and action. n28

Whether there exists

informal control, or diffuse sanctions (such as among the Bushm1~n whose
"police force" is ridicule and ostracism), or instj.tutionalized ·control
and codification of laws (as among contemporary urbanized societies),
the underlying principle of the law is that, it is a system of regulations
-

~

regarding the weak points in the society's moral and ethical code.

29

Indeed, if there were not· th~se aspects which might potential,ly be violated, there would be no need for laws and rules regarding their breach."
All such social sanctions operate on the basic assumption of the "desire
of the individual to obtain the approprobati.on and to avoid the disapprobation of his fellows."

30

In the ethicoreligious system of many societies, moral law and
natural law &re indistinguishable, in that supernatural sanctions, as
reflected in the group's mythology and oral traditions ("charter"), are
.
31
thought to order men's lives. and keep them in check.
Because each antiand asocial action among the. members of a small society has such potential-

ly far-reaching effects in.terms of social cohes:ton and function, measures
to avoid or to minimize these tensions are sought not through an unemo-

tional set of rigid laws and ethics, but rather by means of an emotionallyinfused set of religious and supernatural models, sanctions, and myths.
28

29
versity

Ibid.

E. A.
Press~

H~ebel,

The Law of Primitlve Man (C3.lllbridge: Harvard Uni-

1967).

JORadcliffe-Brown, op. cit., p. 206.
31

Max Glucki"Tian,

Politic~.!o.~~ and Ritual :i.n Tribal Society

{New York: Mentor Books, 1965), p. 277&

23

Where the smallest hunting

a..~d

gathering group, such as the Bushmen, may

function solely on the operati.on of public opinion, others of greater
cultural complexi.ty or larger size, such
may require more
of members.

complicate~

as

the West Atlantic tribes,

means of control due to the greater number

Legal-religious jurisdiction appears to be the most effi-

cacious means in this

resp~~t

in that supernatural sanctions are per-

vasive, strict, and divinely ordained.
. II •

RITUAL

Religion, like law, has a similar purpose of morally guiding the
members of the society.
myths,

~n1ich

"Religion is a set of rituals, rationalized by

mobilizes supernatural powers for the purpose of achieving

or preventing transformations of state in man an.d nature. 032

The import-

ant aspect of religion described above is the attainment of social equilibrium, or the ritual

mean~

moral and social crises.

by which homeostasis is achieved during

Ritual is a chief mechanism demonstr&ting the

assimilation or amalgamation of law and religion in this aspect.

Ritual

is a prescribed set of specific procedures which must be routinely performed for the goals of assuring the assistance of the supernatural in
allowing the continued smooth functioning of the society.
.

appears dramatic and possessed of sacred words and actions.

Ritual also
33

Further-

more, ritual is seen to be expressive in that differences in social sta-

32 Anthony F. C. Wallace, Religion: An Anthropological View
(New York: Random House, l?.66), p. 107.
33

.'
.
John Messenger, "The Role of Prover1:>s in a Nigerian Judicial
System," Southwestern Journal of AnthropolcSY-., XV (1959), p. 64.

tus, lineage roles, and oth~r cultural functions which are not clearly
delineated in the society in more mundane terms are repeatedly, emoticn-

ally, and systemat:f.cally reaffirmed to the members of the society. 34
-This aspect fa important i~ preserving social cohesion in that the local
hierarchy and positions of

o~e

individual relative to another are confirm-

ed in the presence of "divfaie. witness."

With regard to legal, questi.ons and the b:-ceach of moral codes, the
ritual is a means by which apologles and explanations are provided to
the supernatural such that the "holy

vengea~ce"

will not

b~

wreaked.

In the words_ of.Max Gluckman, "ritual emerges as a result of the 'moral
discomfort' of the group when confronted wi.th a breach of natural order
There is nothing for 1.t to do but to lay stress on values to which
all men (must) subscribe, regardless of their particular loyalties c=md
interests."

35

III.

DIVINATION

Divination, of which oaths and ordeals belong to a special classification, is a special form of ritual, subscribing to a schema of natural events; and it is therefore termed technological ritual.

36

Divina-

tion is a ritual which aims to extract infornation from nature; and it
is performed at times when a decision must be made (as in the aforementioned breachs of the moral code), and the actors have either insuffi.cient
34

willia.m Lessa and Evon Vogt, A Reader
(New York: Harper and Row 11 1965), p. 299.

35Gl

·
ucKman,
op • c 1. t

•,

p • 265 •

36Wa.11ace, op .. c:i.t.' p .. 108.

ir~C~~arative Re~ion

25
knowledge about the crime or are unwilling to accept the responsibility
for making a decision on thej_r own.

37

In this sense, religious di vi-

nation is always pragmatic in its congruence with the system of mythological beliefs; and it appears that "judgment, directly) if apparently
''8

arbitrarily, from supernatural authority" d.etermines the decision • .J
The relati.on of law and ritual is clear in this respect.

The supernatural also enters into the law-ways of substantive
rules, but as an instrument of judgment and executj_on of
justice when men's infallible means of the determination of
evidence are unequal to the task of ~stablishing facts •••
the spirits know the tr~th. They are omniscient ••• and if
properly appealed to, they will judge, the caseo39

A special aspect of divination in the consideration of legal questions
is its technique of supplicati.on to the supernatural to provide viable
answers to those quest~ons~ such that the society can resolve its particular difficulties with the least amount of tension resulting from
indecision.
Divinatory rituals have the following goals which may be sunnnarized: reducing the duration of individual indecision in the face of possible dysfunction by net being able to make the decision; accompJ.ishing
a more even consensus within the group, with a minimum of offense to its

members; and inspiring the persons who must execute the decision with
sufficient confiden.ce, unimpeded by anxiety,
• .:

~ •

ar~d

to provide a randomi-

40

zat i on i n d ecis ... on-mat<ing •. :
37

Ibid.

38

39

rbid.

wallace, op. cit., p. 110.

40A. H,.

}f.

Kirk-Greene, "On Swearing, n Africa, XXV (1955), p. 43

26
IV a

OA'IHS AND ORUEAI...S

The oath-ordeal complex has only been discussed to a limited extent in the anthropological literature,

cmd

a definition of the complex

will be necessarily a composite of ordeals. and oaths as described historically for the tribes of Sierra Leone and Liberia.
Oaths
An oath may be defined as an "invocation to a supernatural being

·or agency, and punishment for an infringement of an oath falls automati- cally."

41

The oath's action operates through the means of a mater1al

42
.
1 as a bi to f 1 eat her or a sacred ob Ject.
.
obJect,
suc1

The purpose of

the oath lies in ritually pleading one's innocence with words by a type
of imitative magic

43

: a direct symbolism is involved in the formatfon

of the oath, such as "If I murdered the Old Washer Woman, may my l:f. . f e
be taken as this chicken's.:i.s."
has been described.

44

The effectiveness of this method

"Since in primitive society the spoken word is

thought to exercise supernatural power in its utterance and repetition,
it gives efficacy to the actions performed and the episodes recounted as
an uttered rite. 1145

In this sense, words themselves are thought to be

42

Ruth Finnegan, Report on the Limba of Northern Sierra Leone
(London: International African Institute, 1964), p. 120.
43

Sir James Fraser, The New Golden Bough (New York: Mentor Books,
1959), p. 35.
44K.ir.LC.1
Greene, op.

45

~t • ,
C..L

p. 40.

Edward Fas hole-Luke, "The Theme of Myths," Sierra !.eone Bulletin of Religion, VII (1965)~·p. 35&

27

the direct causal agents.

46

The th~eat of supernatural retaliation for

social transgressions and crimes and the magic of words embodied. :l.n
affirming the oath. appear to be powerful enough in themselves to achieve
and maintain a legal, polici.ng function as .~ mechard.sm of social control.

Their effect is almost entirely psychological; its means is fear of
supernatural "sleuthing': and retaliationo·.
An important factor relating to the definitions of oaths and ordeals
47

was provided by Ruth Finnegan. .

She dre'1i- the distinction between

oaths and ordeals in that in the case of oath'.""swearing there appears to

be a "general warrant" out for the unknmm guilty party.

The tone of

the oath is to supplicate the spirits to reveal the guilty one and to
punish him.

It might be int;erpreted that ·in the cases of oath-swe.aring,

the social anger is either diffuse (that is, it does not require a
specific focus), or else that it also is so slight that a generalized

"let them take care of it" seems to suffice . to pacify the populace.
Ordeals, on the other hand, _are directed against

~specific

party, which

by contrast might be i.nterpreted to mean that the social tensions require

what may be called a "scapegoat" for community satisfaction.
Another interesting fa_cet was pointed out by Finnegan in her dis-

cussion of swearing (oaths) among th2 Limba.

In it, she stated that

blacksmiths are always associated with the swearing ceremony as well e.s
with ordeals.

As Finnegan states, "the smith is the most powerful and

universal cf the experts :i.n various rituals.· He is always purifying

46 John Beattie, "Ritual and Social Change,"~~' I (1966), p .. 69.
47

F:i.nnegan, op. cit.,

p.

24.

28

people, making and 'pulling'' swears, and conduct:Lng sacrifices at the
chief's hut. People even say occasion.ally that he is more important than
the chief. ,AB

In many parts of Africa the smith appears as the feared

and respected class -of specialist, closely_ assodated with - the religious
realm as manifested by the 'taboos surrounding him.

One author has pro-

vided a re.ason for the awe in which the smith is held.

Fire is the ele-

ment of the smith's craft- through which he works; and fire ha.s been
revered as a power divinely given to man.

Sin~e

the smith uses it, this

gives the appearance of his interference in the processes of the cosmic
forces.

This was further viewed as "the man:tfestation of a magico-re-

ligious power which could

mo~ify

the world, and which, consequently, did

· wor ld • " 4 9.· . In a dd 1·tion, ano ther au th or l-ias no t e d th1a t
noL.... b e 1 ong t o ~h is
L.

..

there is a direct relationship implied
regions."

50

betwe~n

the smith and the "nether

Such an association with the dark aspects of the supernatu-

ral, such as witches, would make the smith a likely candidate for seeking out the guilty by the mysterious means manifested in swears.
Swearing and oath-taking may be summarized as being a means by
which supernatural sanctions are generally invoked, usually through some
sacred object, such as a special tool or a
name of a spirit.

~ri

bag, or through the

Their efficacy is thought emically to operate

through the psycholocial means; in which the guilt of the individual, as
opposed to his aheme, manifests itself by the internal
48

sanctions~

the

Finnegan, op, cit., p. 121.

49

Mircea Eliade, The Forge and the Crucible (London: Rider and
Company, 1962), p. 79.

SOJ.-P. Clebert, The Gypsies (New York: Penguin Books, 1967), p. 36.
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secret avowal that ul have done wrong" and the conviction that one will
b ie:a._ "caughr:· "

i· r-

sw~e.ar s

.gui"
. . lty.

o p e ra t e f rom- t.- h1 e i ns id e-ou t , in
· o tl
- 1er

words.

An ordeal, on the other hand, operates by a combined psychological
mechanis~.

and physiological

A..~

ordeal has been described as a

"method of invoking the aid of.supernatural powers to settle disputes
or to test the truth of an accusation.
dangerous tests."

51

It usually consists of severe and

The psychological basis for the effectiveness of

the ordeal is to be seen again in the fear.of consequences of the pain

and of the ordeal itself and in the fear of the sanctions against the
individual, both from the supernatural and from his fellow members in
the society, should he be proved guilty in the matter at hand.

In

addition, the psychological operation resides in the individual's conviction that i f he is innocent, nothing will happen to him, such as in
the case of oaths$

Note has been made that the accused's fear of con-

sequences resulting from culpability may exacerbate the ordeal's efficacy in determining the truth, muc:h as the lie-detector is said to
operate.

52

The physiological basis of the ordeal should appear readily apparent in its operation through pain. and other physical effects to either
force confession or otherwise resolve the issue through the arbitrary
physical responses of the

accused~

The first classification of ordeal

51Ki
~ ,..
~ rk-ureer..e, op. cit., p. 44.

52 Jo ).A. Ro b erts,
Anthropolc~ist,

f!

·oaths, Autonomic Ordeals, and Power,·., American
LXVII (1965), p. 186.
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is one in which the response of the accused may be directly controlled
by the individual undergoing the ordeal, such as the use of physical

skills employed in feats of strength and the like-

In addition, the

second is the type of ordeal which has been termed "autonomic," which is
"that subtype in which the judgment of success or failure, guilt or

innocence, is dependent upon i.nvoluntary (physiological) responses such
as blistering."

53

Also included in this category are bleeding, burning~

floating, and vomiting.

This so!'t of ordeal is significant in that more

than the other type, its action is independent of direct human control
and manipulation in that there are differing in<livldual responses to
various tests.

This gives

~he

tlH~

appearance of supernatural intervent:ton.

This impression is intensified by the seeming caprice of the ordeal's
operati.on.

Where in point of fact the dose and quality of the poison

are controlled to some extent by the sasswood specialist, the exact
effect that the poison will take is capricious.

Such a method of divi-

nation permits those who are indecisive or those who are not in a position to make a decision for which they wish to be held responsible to
make a decision without assuming direct responsibility.

After all, it

was the supernatural who decided the issue.

Other than the supernaturally legal aspect of oaths and ordeals,
these forms of divination allow me.n to "control" their lives and. to
attempt to kno:v the unknown to at least a certain degree.

One thing

that can be said for all men is that each individual has some measure
of uncertainty about the unknown elements of everyday life occurences
. 53I~01.d •
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and particularly unknowable events such as \.:itchcraft and frequently

murder.

With regard to the specific problems of determining guilt er

innocence in legal cases,-· oaths and ordeals, in the particular sphere of

maintaining the moral code, -allow an indivi:dual who is immobilized by a
difficult decision to make an effective and.resolute choice without
"devisive indecision.n

In t_?is sense, oa~hs and ordeals would function

to lessen the U!lcertainties of this one aspect of their lives.
These forms of d:i.vir:.ation also are thought to have a randomizing
effect in that by providing t~e element of chance in a given even.t, it

randomly directs the activities to the resolution of a problem and there-

54

by avoids "de.letericus regularity." -

This indicates the purposeful

avoidance of a regularized pattern of behavior by means of the "chanceHowever,·- ordeals are seldom precisely randoIJ due to

like" divination.

the intervention of human agents with knowledge of their special moral
code as well as public opinion which varies

-~rom

case to case.

One may

conclude that divination cau~es a mild peri~d of constructive social
uncertainty and flux which necessitates the re-affirmation, throuih

ritual means, of social and cultural values and standards which had been
threatened temr>orarily by a transgression

0~1

the part of a particular

"crimi.nal" individual 2s t-1ell .:is attaining a consensus regarding the

particular issue,.

55

Divination--oaths and ordeals--thus effectively
"D:f.vination: A New Perspective, u Reader in CcmW. l:essa and L Vogt (New Ycrk: Harper and Row!f

SSG-z, K o 1_•1 ar
.:
t·.
'"" an d It s ;:,ocJ.a
...
. 1. Con t ex t s, " R
~
• vom_.. ,
· k
. . , "T'..t
...l..!.V.:..na
.:tou
. . eaaer
111
~tive Reli~ion, Ed. W. Lessa and E. Vogt, (New York: Harper and RoW";
1965), p. 380 ..
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channel public opinion and b,~lief thrClugh sol.emu and dramatic, supernaturally sanctioned means~ 'namely ritual.
Two theories have been postulated regarding the nature and function
of oaths and ordeals in a society.

First, it ha.s been thought that oaths

and ordeals occur in trials. ,where physical force and strategy are used,

but where such flexing of power muscles is insufficient to permit the
resolution of an indeterminant situation wit}Jout incurring the risk of

.

.

excessive losses in terms of life and limb.

56

The threat of probable

supernatural punishment in.this case would _appear to be greater than any
harm that a mortal might inflict on another; and the effectiveness in
such a situation would rest with the anxie.ty achieved by the fear of
"cosmic repercussions."

This would relate to the maintenance of cohes-

ion.
The second hypothesis is that "oaths ar:id. ordeals are psychologica1ly viable cultural patterns which probably contributed to more
correct and/or successful outcomes than otherwise, in terms of the legal
system, but not necessarily in terms of the viewpoints of the individuals."

57

Related to the first hypothesis, this theory promotes the

idea that high levels of anxiety resulting from fears of supernatural
retribution result in physiological

(psychoso~atic)

with the actual guilt {or innocence) or the accused.

responses in keeping
One would wonder

what would be the fate of the personally nervous or the neurot:tc individual in such a case.

56 Roberts, loc. cit.
57

Robe.rts, lee. cit.
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In surrtmary :> oaths and ordeals be.long 'tc the classification of
<

technological ritual in whicl1legal situations' which cannot be resolved
by human judges, either thro11gh their ignoranc_~ of the truth or through

the fact that they do not w~sh responsibi_lity ·to rest in other hands.
Oaths operate by means of -~ ~'ge1i.efal warra~t" in that a specific in.di-

vidual is not accused, bµt the spirit.,of the material, sacred object
through the "swear" works~: will seek out the. guilty; and by hi.s s:i.ckness,
·accident, or death, his cuI,pability will become apparent.

Ordeals· deal

directly with a specific individual who has-heen blamed for a specific
crime, and usually has professed his innocence·~. such that a "test of

faith" is required.

Ordeals are characterised by a self-contained mec.ha-

nism of punishment-to-fit-the·-_crime, acting· at one ti.me as judge and
executioner.

CHAPTER III

THE SASSWOOD ORDEAL OF POISON

CHAPTER III

THE SASSWOOD OP.DEAL OF POISON

Poison ordeals are distributed throughout Africa and are limited
to that continent.

They appear to be African inventions and to have

diffused throughout that coi1tinent by means of simple contact diffusion ..

58

Furthermore, there is a qualitat:i.ve difference between the type of
poison ordeals practiced in West Africa and those from other sections
of Africa.

In East and South Africa, as well as in some parts of West

Africa, namely the coastal regions of Ghana and Nigeria,

59 the poison

ordeal is administered to chickens and other small domestic stock, whose
death or survival, in addition to the pattern of their responses, are
divined by a specialist who thereby determines the answer to a parti-

.
60
cu 1 ar question.

In West Africa, particularly in Sierra Leone and

Liberia and the Ivory

Coast~

in

addition to the inland regions cf Ghana

and N:tgeria, the poison ordeal de:als directly with human beings; and
the justice administered

is~-

in this sense, instantaneous and direct.

present study, therefore, limits itself to the latte:r type of poison
ordeal with human recipients of the poi.son.
58

Roberts, op. cit., p. 205.

59 1

. the s h i f t to c h ic k en ord ea1 s in
. li eu o .t=.
n '"'h
,_,. .. ana and Nigeria,
human ordeals is probably the result of mot:e. intense westernization in
these regions.
60 .,..

•
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·•
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(New York; Harper and Row, 1965), p. 347.
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The poison ordeal goes by many names among the vario:cts tribes
practicing i.t; but in most cases, the phrase may be translated as
"drinking fetish," in which case lifet:ish" should be interpreted to mean

the charm or special
'

ruateri~1

.. 61

of the. supern.atura..L.
item which

Cc?Jl

i.tem endoweq with powers and the protection

Poison is an

be taken into the

examp~e

body~

·of au.ch a "sacred" material

In the words of another source,

"• •• the stronge5t of all ordeals is that in which the sacred obj<~ct is
eaten er drunk."

62

This would indicate the gra"..ri.ty of matters being

considered if the sacred object must itself be i.ngested and the indivi-

dual suffused with the power which will seek.and find the truth within
him.

The phrase

'~drinking

f.etish" would s·eem to indicate thi.s idea.

Among the groups of Sierra Leone and Liberia considered in this
thesis, the sasswood ordeal forms a major sort of poison ordeal.

The

word "sasswood" is apparently derived from the local mispronunciation
of the Ap.glc-French word

0

·-

sauce" used by se'\"enteenth and eighteenth

century sailors to describe something pun.geant or spicy in taste or
behavior.

63

This would indicate an extra-African term applied to an in-

digenous practice.
ings to

11

Kru, for example, provides two contemporary mean-

sauce" or "sass":. a violent purgative measure (the poison's

usual action) and a cheeky, riotous behavior

c~sa~sy"). 64

61Geoffrey Parrinder, West African ReligJ.on (London: Epworth Press,
1949), p. 205.
62

63

Kirk-Greene, op. cit., p. 51.

sir

Har~y Johnston, LiberiP- (London: Dodd, Mead~

p. 1065 ~
64Tb.'fd
... ...

.

and Co., 1906),
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Terms other than sasswo"od exist for the poison. ordeal) such as the

"redwater ordeal,n which at one time was alleged to be attributed
to the draught's red hue,

~ut

which view has-been contested.

65

Other

groups such as the Mano, Dan, Vai, Sapo have called the sasswood ordeal
"6 .

..&!.!.

and alternati vs~ly , gr:i. '_among the Gio, "·. which may be formed from

grig,F~,

which is the term .for charms df':signed to ward. off evil and to

br:!.ng good luck.

the Gio.

67

In fact:, f<.!:L !1~ is the term

USF~d

Among the Sherbro, the ordeal i.s .:.al led kong,
~

the Vai it nas been termed

-

ko~.

69

7'~

is called ka.:fu.. -

6S

while a.mong

Among the Kru, Dan, Grebo, and Half-

·

Grebo, the crdeal is called~ du.

70

'

71

'

72

Among the Kpelle, this

Among the· Grebo, it is also named meli as an alterna-

tive, while among the Susu this te:rn: is also used"

to the sasswood ordeal as ~t!_g~~.

65

among the Mano and

75

74

The Temne refer

In the whole area of the West

Afzelius, op. cit., p. 26e

66G. Schwab, Tribes of the Liberian Hinterland (Cambridge: Harv-ard
University Press, 1947), p. 447.

67
68

Ihid.
H. Hall, Sherbro of Sierra I.eone (Philadelphia: Pennsylvania, 1933).

69 J. Bllttikofer, Rel.sebilder (Leiden: Bri1.1 Verlag, 1890).
70

Johns ton , op .. cit.

71

~ p•

106 7 •

E. Fi.scher ~ "Erzlihlgut der wcstliche.n Dan im Liberia," AnthroEos,

LXII (1967), ?P• 686-744.
72

Schwab, loc.

cit~

73

J. Gibbs, nThe Kpelle of Liberia," The Peoples cf Africa, Ed. James
Gibbs (New York: Holt, ;R:i.nehart, and Winston 1 1965) •.
74
75

..Toseph Corry, Observa.!1:.£.ll.~ (London: Cass Publishers, 1968) ..

v. Dorjahn, "Some Aspects of Temne Divinati1.1n !> n Sierra Leone
Bullet1.n of. ReH gicr::_~ IV (1962), pp. 1-S.
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•ii:!ass~~ood"

Atlantl.c cluster, however,··._the term

than just cue
contl~xt,

ty}JE'!

hss come to indicate more

of ord7al and _may be taken t:o

any form of ordeal·

-'.s.n "'"'aA
. .·ter ....C? of_ grP>:."t
.....
--

·fmo·
•
..i..c.u •• 0

I.

Tl-ill

u.s.·~d

mea.n~

depending on the

in the detecticn of guilt or innocence

76
r""'L-aJ.>.ce
..,.
t 0 ..l..h.e groups
· · · q..f thi s region.
·

OPERATim~

Upon the death of e.n

OF THE ORDE.\L

indj~vidual

among the West Atlantic tribes, a

"palaver," or group discussion, led by the elders of the village, ensues

and concerns itself with ascertaining who shall be accused of witchcraft,
especially in cases of unexpected deaths anc.:i ac::.cidents, with the exception of the most obvious of natural causes.

.·

made, upon recommendations of the

77

~

The. decision having been

or by the family of the deceased

or by publi.c consensus, the accused i.s openly faced with the charges

and is held to account for .them.

Before the assembled villagers, the

accused must either confess his guilt or protest his innocence; and if
the latter course is chosen," he must submit to the sasswood ordE:al.
Most do so willingly because, believing in the reality of the prcofs of
the ordeal, they do not fear the trial i f they are innocent and fear its

consequences too much if guilty and therefore confess.

After the ordeal

has been d.ed.. ded upon as the means for determining culpability, a further
palaver is conducted to ascertain when the ordeal should take place. The
waiting period. bf:?fore the trial may last as long as six months or as
.or i e fl y as in;:;tanta:ne.oc.s
.
.
1 y. 78

The confinement of the accused before

76

James Gibbs, "Poro Values anc! Courtoom Procedures in a Kpelle
Courtroom, H s~~hwestern Journal of t-.nthrooo16gy_, XVIII (1962), pp. 341-50.
77(,.:>ee page /_:+ 3

$

78Af
'-. ,. ze.•t•1us, op. cit., p.

91~
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the trial is ·with the family or friends of the accused and often in another
village, for his protection.

Before the actual ordeal begins, a brief

pre-trial administration-of poison occurs, ~resumably to determine
guilt or· innocence bef,ore the actual trial, at which time the poison
will be more stringent in ;_l.ts actions.

79

A brief description cf the basic oath:...ordeal complex derived from
the historical sources n1ay be cited from the example given below· for
the Mende of Slerra Leone. · Other varj_ations in this basic forrn of the ·
ordeal will be noted later as they occur.

A more extens:i.ve description
.
80

of the ordeal may be obtained by reading Afzelfo.s.

A good deal of ceremony is used in connection with the
administration of the ordeal. At a secret and sacred place
in the woods, the peoplewhc assembled to see it administered
form themselves into a circle, and the pots containing the
liquid are placed in th~ center of the enclosed place. The
accused then comes forward, having the scantiest appar~d,.
but with a cord of palm-leaves bound round his waist, and
seats himself in the center of the circle. After his accusation is announced, he makes a form acknowledgement of
all evil.deeds of his past life, then invokes the name of
God three timest and imprecates his wrath in case he is guilty
of the particular crime laid to his charge ••• He then steps
forward and drinks freely of the red water.
If it nauseates and causes him to vomit freely, he suffers
no serious injury and is ·at once proved innocent. If, on
the other har.i.d, it causes vertigo and h~·ioses his self-control,
it is regarded as evidence of guilt, and t!1cn all sorts of
indignities and cruelties are practiced upon him.. A general
howl of indignation ris~s from the surrounding spectators.
The crdldren and others are encouraged to hoot at him, pelt
him with stones, spit upbn him, and in many instances he is
seized by the heels and dragge.d through the bushes and over

79
80

Ib:f.d.

see Appendix B
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rocky places until his body is shamefuliy lacerated an.d life
becomes extinct. On the other hand, if h_e escapes without
injury~ his character -is ,purified •. ~ f..f ter all this is over,
he assembles the prir1.cipa],. men of the towi1 and arraigns his
accusers before them, V.Jho in their turn, m._ust submit to the
same ordeal. No particulal'.' quantity of the! re:d water. is prescri.bed, ·2.nd the amount--.-minist·ered always depends on the scale
of feeling in the cor.mlUnity
against the -·:· accused.
81
.
.
.

.

.

It will be noted that_ guilt is determined by a combination of the
result of various administra.tions of the_ poison.

These have been

called "cumulative trials,,\. in that the guilty one is subjected to even
more trials hy sasswood until the members of- the society attendi'ng the
ceremony are satisfied with the results, either the accused's guilt or

innocence.

82

Among the salient points of importance to be noted from the above

description of the sasswood ordeal is the public nature o~ the trial so
that consensus may be regarded as necessary· for the effective completion
of the trial.

Though

earH~r

chroniclers such as Afzelius had reporte.d

that a pre-trial "ordealet,te" took place for the preliminary determina.
t • 1 i.ty,
·
ti.or..
o·f cu1 pa1.n

83

.
. d ure f rom accusation
.
most c f the
wh o 1 e pro_ce
to

resolution of the verdict

may be

made note of the fact that the

considered

aud:i.en~e

stages of the prccedings, from the

t:o be public.

Afzelius has

participated actively in all

supervi~ion

cf the infusion of the

bark to chasing the accused after the trial was over to assure honesty.

81 Reverend J. Leighton Wilson, Western Africa: Its Histo~y, Condition and Prospect (New York: -Harper Brotlie::s, 1856) ..
82

Robert~,

loc. cit.

83 A£.,,. 1-' .
"e . .!.us, cp. c.i t. , p. 25.

84

Ibid.

8!J
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Another characteristic is the h:ighl:., r:itualized nature of the
cn.·deal: the circular formation, the upalaveru of the elders, the ln'location of the supernatural, and the execution. of justice are performed

with supernatural sanctions.: The definition of and explanation of the
use of ritual as it pertains to the sasswood ordeal has been described
earlier.

A further aspect cf the ordeal was described by Harriet Brittan,
writing in 1860.

She remarked that substitutes for the accused (i.e.,

by proxy) were not allowed and that all such s'-1bstitutes could prove

was their innocence or guilt of witchcraft·0r adultery and not the
accused's.

85

This was the only source which made reference· to such

a fact.
IL

THE POISON

The poison used in the sasswood ordeal is derived from the bark

of the tree Erythrophloeum guieense.

Other sources have reported the

poisonous bark to be derived from various spe.cies of the genus
:

Erythropl:!loeum, such as E.

<

ivorensis~

86

The bark is first pounded in a

mortar, which is reserved for this

purpose~

until the alkaloid poison has bee.n

l~achcd

and then soaked in cold water

fron !:he fibers.

When this

stage has been achie...;ed, the ·infusion i3 said to be a reddish hue and
bitter in taste; and some have described it as beine
curare group :·1hose. action· i::; to relax

muscle~,

.:i

member of the

raise the b:i.ood pressure

g:::>Harrfat Brittan, Everyday Life in .~frica (Loudon: Pudney ancl
Russells, 1860), p. 80.

86

Afze.lius, op. cit." µ. 26.
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.·. . •

and to reduce pulse and

. •

B'i
Most s_ou::-ces agi:ee on the chemi·,;..

r·t.~spu·dtiun.

cal' s action as a vile and violent irritant and powerful emetj.c.

Both

of these functions would be manifest.cd il1 ·_the vomi.ting, which results

determine the innocence of.

tne·.

individual accused of crimes.

Those who

do not regurgitate are judged guilty.

It should be noted that the action of the poison is roughly unpredictable.

Where such variables as the strength of the concoction

as well as the dosage can .be manipulated by human interference, the
poisonous effects frequently· vary.

Factors such as the physical con-

stitution of the individual~ the expectancy of the individual to be
affected by the poison, and the length of time between doses may be
considered to affect the outcome of the ordeal in such a way (that is,
psychologically and undetectably) that the trial does in fact appear
to be controlled by other than human agents, viz. the supernatural.
It should be noted that most of the West Atlantic groups do not
think of the poison used in this ordeal as being poison
most cases

reported~

.E..~~·

In

the substance drunk by the accused was not regard-

ed as having been poisonous,, but rather as having been infused with
divine power which would become active as a poison if the accused were
gui·1 ty. 88

Among the Temne, for example, the logic is that the sasswood

specialist knows that "certain evil spirits"
which, if administered to the one
87

88

possessed~

Kirk-Greene, op. cit., p. 52.
Evans-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 344.

disli:-<~.e.

certain herbs,

will have the effect of

42

89

disgusting the spirit and make him fly away&.

.This fact is substantiated

further by the fact that .the.names for poison are net the same as for

the sasswood ordeal medicine.

For insta!lce., the Hano term for poison

while the name for s·asswood is
. . 10
a word, gli_:_, meaning "to burn~"
is

~'

.81.!,

which is related in. turn to

In this respect the earliest record .. of the poison, though in another
aspect, was reported by

Ca~om;:,sto

in 1455, who stated th::tt the Wolof

"squeeze bleed .f rora a poisonous snake and mix it with the juice of a
certain tree and prepare the compound fer poisoning arrows," at which he
concluded that they were "great magicians.

1191

The certa-in tree could

well belong to the genus Erythrophloel.fE., since its use is mentioned as
being a poison.
In addition, a public record office report cites

th~

existence

of "red wood" being available in 1648 on the Rivers Cerbero (Sherbro),
Kiddam, Maray, and Melyn within the range of the present West Atlantic
tribes.

92

At this point, it is apparent tha.t this wood was regarded

exclusively as a building material or for manufacturing mortars an.d. not
for its poisonous uses, for these were not mentioned.

It is significant

to note that redwood is recorded at this early date and that the name
has remained to the

presen~.

89K. J. Beatty, Human Leopards (London: Hugh Rees, 1915), p. 25.

90s c h. wah... ;

op~

cit.,

p~

379.
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G. R. Crone, The Voyages of Cadcmcsto (London: Hakluyt Society,
1937), p. 45.
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III.

THE ·SASSWOOD SPECIALIST

.Another characteristic of the sasswood ordeal is the presence of
and parti.cipation of the legal-religious specialist in the administra-

tion of the trial.

For the Dan 1 Gio, Mano, Loma, Geh and other groups

of the West Atlantic cluste.r, thi.s individual represents a class cf
special elders called~' who.are the hunters of witches and social

"policerr authorj_zed by the.Poro and who own the most powerful "m.e.diciner:

-

for catching witches •. Any ·big
zo is.supposed
to know about both poisons
.
.
.
93
and witchcraft.
In other~ tribes, such as· the Kru, the special:f.st ir.ay
t 'he 1 oca~1 c hi_e f or t h e
b ea revere d e ld er, b ut h e ._snot
i

1

i

i neage h..ea.
d 94

Among other West African _groups outside of thB West Atl&--itic cluster

j

he has been called an "oath. swearer"; and often confronting a person
"with one of these dreaded apecialists ls.enough to induce him to pre. .
1 ev id ence or a 1 ter h is
. SLatement.
.... ·.
"9 5
sent a d<l 1t1ona

In any case, only

men who know medicine, especially sasswood medicine, well and themselves
possess strong m·adicine can conduct the ordeals.
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In addition, he must

be able to remain sensitive to public opinion regarding the fate of the
accused because the final authority over the administration of the poi-

son ordeal rests in the specialist's hands· in that it is he who determines the dosage a-ad the condition for the· trial.
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Since the sasswood
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pract:i.tioner ha.s such control ov2r these and other considerations of the
trial, it may be saj_d that the will of the spi.rits in this legal matter
is less important and determinatlve than the act of

the~

specialist, who

may be consi.dered to be the actual judge.
IV.

THE ACCUSERS AND THE'ACCUSED

Conditious which require the performance of the sasswood ordeal

are a product of the nature of the accused and of the accuser.

In order

for a trial to be performed, one has to be accused of "h:i.gh crimes" as

they are defined for the :various West Atlantic tribes.

Before discuss-

ing the
, specific crimes which necessitate the ordeal by sasswocd or oath-

swearing, one would do well to consider the general nature of the accu-

sations in relation to the legal systems of the groups of the West
Atlantic cluster.
In general, the accusations of the social high crimes a.re arbitrary
in that they are not usually directly related to the actual guilt of the

individual accused of the crime.

Unless the·guilty party has been caught

in the act, anybody is potentially accusableof the crime.

hand, accusations a.re highly selective in other respects.

97

On the ether

Thus, de-

pending on th·;: grou11 concerned, kin may be exempt f:com accusations by

other kin which would

:r:es~lt

in the submission to the sasswood ordeal.

The specific crimes which ere subject to the sasswood ordeal inelude four sod.al transgressions among the West Atlantic groups: adultery, m•Jrder?

witchcraft~

arid less frequently theft.

Witchcraft con-

stitutes perhaps the greatest number of such accusations.
97Gl ucKm~n,
.
op. cit., p. 269.

4.5

Witchcraft l:as been cited as nan alaost, if not completely, culturally universal explanation for illness, injury t and unexpecte.d and
unexplained deaths . "

98

.Indigenoue systems of causality allege that most

psyc11f cal

forms of physical and

disorder are inexplicable fa terms of

natural causes, such as infectious disease~;· psychosomatic complaints,

and metabolic disorders.

In addition, i.n the West African religious and

1
rd 1og i ca1 f ramewori.<,
· precise
· 1 y natura.J..
, gg
Leo
no d.eath is

Even the death

of an old man of 95 years will be explained by the intervention of
witches:

it is taken for granted that the.old man would have died

eventually, but the question of the

mann~r

of his death, the precise

time and place of death are considered as evidence that the death of the
individual had been

manipu~a.ted

by a witch.

In addition, even natural

calamities such as drowning and other accidents are often not interpreted in terms of natural causation; and in all these cases, witchcraft is
viewed as the instigator of

~he

trouble.

It is thought that accusations

of witchcraft make it possible to allay diffuse and unnamed fears which
~git
i l

.
. neuroses and. societa
.
1 d ys f unction.
.
100
ot h erw1se
resu 1 tin

In this

sense, c:.ccusations of witchcraft serve "scapegoat" functions.
Following this iine of reasoning, accusations are defined as a
simple projection cf

~epressed

for his own faults and

th~

hostility;

th~t is~

one blames another

object of the accusaticn usually appears to

be one of whom the accuser is jealous, for whatever reasons.

98Wallace, op. cit., p. 113.
99p arr~nd er, _oc.
1
•
cit.
.!
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Wallace,
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Ibid.

op~

cit.) p. 180.
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In
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keeping w·ith this notion, it has been noted that "the prevalence of end
accusations of witchcraft s·eem to be determined both by the natural

cleavage lines in the soc~.cl structure af.'d by· the success of the soc::tety
in handling conflict by su-~£?. secular lllE:e.ns ns eourt procedings and arbi-

102
tretion. "--

It wi.11 be noted later that social position is important

in ascertaining who w"ill be
group in bringing its

a~cused,

accusatlo~s

as well. as the efficiency of the

to fruition.

~~lere

these methods are

not efficient, that i.s, vhere_ .the guilty are not known, the likelihood
of

accusa~ions

not based on the existence of "evj.dence" would increasee

In this aspect, it has been noted that "th~ fear of witchcraft should be
regarded • • • in societies without courts of law, as a princ:i.pal means
for maintaining standards pf widespread conform:f.ty to conve11tio11al, r..on-

exploitive standards of propriety in interperson.al relationships of all
;

kind s.

,,103

Basically, the purpose of
lies in the social necessity·

to

accusation~,

especially of witchcraft,

achieve a new balance of power and

wealth within the society. ·The schism into factions resulting from the
public accusations extant

~n

the group arises pa=tly out of personal

ambitions and partly out of self-interestedness ir1 some of the members
104
of the society.,

That i.s, one who is envlous of another, whether

through the latter's wealth, social

position~.

will blame bin for the farmer's bad luck..

102

Wallace~

op. ci.t ~ , P• 182.

103wa.L.L.ace,.
.,"'/_
op. cit.., 'li. 184.
104

Glu.ckman~ op.

cit~,

p. 272.

er political achievements!

Such a function may be regar-

4.7

ded as roughly similar to gossipi.ng in peasant societies.

In that

,. .

case, individuals "think oi. their

univ~rse

as _one in which the good

things in life are l:i.mited .and. in un.expandable quantities and he;J.ce per-·
.
sona1 · ga:1 n must b e at t h e. expense
o_f o::~ h.... ers. ~,lOS

Th
.; .,
1 i z.kng
;
· ese soc_a..L-equa_·

functions would be practical. as more than a mere tension- and grudgereliever.

By be1.ng accused of witchcraft or murder or otherwise being

the focus of social disapprobation, the: wealthy er powerful indlvidua1
may be forced to relinquish all or part of his wealth if found

guilty~

and in any event would necessarily have to pay a legal fee to the specia.1ist in. the form of slaves,

~ealth,

.
. 106
or serv1c.es.

Thus, accusations made

(or the possibility of their being made) in connection with the sasswood
ordeal a.re seen to have a social equaliz::ng effect.

Substantiation

and further discussion of this purpose wi.11 be considered in a later
section.
Adaltery presents as a class of crime which may be regarded as
essentially contrary to the'stability·and cohesion of the group by exacerbating existing rivalries as well as promulgating new ones.

mi

•

..l.QJ.S

attitude has been seen as another manifestation of the "traitor within

the gatesn notions described for witchcraft and murder.

107

be made of the adultery case settled by sasewood in the Dan

Note will
~yth ..

Two sources pointed out another condition of the use of the-sass-

105 G. Foster, aThe Imag2 of the Limited Good," Peasant Soci.ety,
Ed. G.. Foster, 11. Diaz, and J. Potter (Boston: Little- Brown and Co .. , 1967),
P• 300.
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Afzelius,, op. cit", p. 25.

L. Mair, ';Witchcraft as a Problem. in the Study of Religion,"
Cahiers d'Etude Africai"nes:;· !V (196!.), pp. 335.;.3!~8.
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wood ordeal which would broaden the: witchcraft classification to i.nc1ude
me.mbers of the Leopard Society in Sierra L1-;?one and J"'lb~~ri.:i..
and Wi.lson

109

reported tha,t oen accused of.

t~ing

StronglOB

:::nembers of the Leopard

Soc.iety--a special class of witch who practised human sacrifice and were
110·
.
thought to change ].nto leopards at night . ~~-:were required to submi.t to

the ordeal and usually confessed after the .iirst drau.ght.

In keeping

wi.th national laws now in 'existence, the guilty were sentenced to hard
labor for li.fe rather than being killed.

No_ record of the Leopard

Society appears to have been made before 1856, and it may be regarded as
an "underground" movement fo·r meting out indigenous vengeances other

than through white laws.

Lady Dorothy Mills reported that this purpose

of the sasswcod ordeal had been used since. "time immemorial. ,,lll

v.·. ORIGIN

MYTHS

As mentioned above, the laws, morals, codes of conduct, and ethics
of a group are bound to the supernatural in the mythology of a society.
Origin myths answer questions on the manner in which the world began and
serve to establish an order among values and to justify, by reference
to these values, the major customs and institutions of the society.

112

lOBR .. ;:,trcng
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op. cit., p. 193.
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Beatty~
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op. cit., P.• 14.

Lady Dorothy Mills, Through Liberia (London: Duckworth Press,

1926), p. 125.
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Wallace, op .. cit.• , pp. 57-58 ..

This classification of myth w:Juld include those on the origins of the.
legal-religious procedures s~ch as the sass~ood ordeal; and as part of
the oral tradition, they are one of the
gain information on the

hi~tory

methcd.s~by

-which a researcher may

of-arid development of a certain practice.

To date, the only rec·orded complete orig:tn myth fot: the sasswood
ordeal has been provided by a German chronicle::, Eberhard Fischer.

In

his interpretations of the. oral traditions of the western Dan group in
Liberia, Fischer noted correlations between the origins of witchcraft,
witchhunters, and the secret society of the·Dan and the problem of death
by poison and adultery.

He. concluded that poison was ini tl.ally developed

for the purpose cf solving the population problere by eliminating the
elderly who are past their productive ages which would prove an economic
drain on the younger members of the

"leopard poison"

society~

God (Xra) gave the Dan

(~du),

and it was placed in the hands of a specialist
.
113
who was an "esteemed old person."
The possessor of the poison with
his ~ du lived in a hut built just for him .and distributed the poison

only "when the majority of the people so desired."

114

In this case, the

poison is intended to act to counter the resource drain by killing the

I!l addition, one can see a secondary function in that the young

elderly.

are able to balance out the influence of the elders by being able to
'~retaliate" ag~inst

them.

At J.east, so goes the li;gend.

l"he following translation of the remainder of the origin myth de.-

monst:r:ates the relationship between the secret societies as agents of
social contrcl and the instigation of the sasswood ordeal.
113

Fischer, op. ci.t. ,", p. 695.
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· The elders were therefore poisoned so that the young could
have a comfortable pla.ce so that they ~~ould settle there ..

. Once the people had settled down to such an existence, two
wealthy men called bedum~ lived together in the village. Ea.ch
was a lineage head. They were both masters in their village.
The chie.f wife of one hq.d fall en :tn love with another lineage
head. She persuaded ._the strange..r to sec;:etly steal a small
piece of the ~ du

(le:op·ard

poison) and . gi ,,e it to her otm

husband to eat. The guard over the poisonwas bribed, and he
allowed the two of them_, to take a. significant portion of the
fil:_ du.
They tock i t and poisoned the lmsband.
.

.

All the people in the ·village were disturbed by this occuretice. They said, "No ~eath could occm:. . w:ithout ~du. We
must go to Xra and get' him to advise us. ·en the death of the

lineage hea<l-:-rr

.

Thus it was that Xra ··gave men that group of people whom one
calls the zo (members-and leaders of the.. Poro secret society).
These ~ m;-sters were given the seeds of. the sasswood tree by
Xra. In addition, he gave them bark frpm the tree. And Xra
said, "The zo will reveat tc vou the name of the one who has
stolen the ~du for !iis own purposes. Each who denies the
charge must drink the sasswooc draught. Plant the seeds that I
have given to you. M~ke the draught from the bark of a fullgrown tree." In the :eight" the~ found.the woman and the man
and charged them both with the death of her husband. The woman
confessed her complicity. The lineage head denied it, and he
took a swallow of the:· :g).:i: (sasswood draught) as he was commanded to do. Thus it was that he died.
That is the tale of ho~,r Xra created marl and how he introduced deat:i~ (g~) tc th~rr... ,Furthe::cmore ~-- it is the story of
how ~ delegated special powers to certain men {zo) such that
they can hunt wj_tches _and confi:r:m their work through the gift
115
'
of the sasc"..:rooJ poison .. ~-

In the myth, certain Hideal" aspects of the relation of sasswood
to the society in general becomes evident •. Most obviously the ordeal
has been used for th~ detect:i..on. of guilt and falsehoods.

More

specifi-

cally, the principal crime; 'was the misuse and abuse of the divinelybequeathed ZE_ du for anti-·socfal purposes, such a.s adultery.
11511'
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Corruption
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of the

~-

t he moral

du guard is e lident a.nd may be regarded as a further sign of
1

de~
. . ..._
-- .·une

of

--o·-:
..... ·1nj·+--·
!!~~11~
~··'-Y,.

•T11,
...
t..
~
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Furthermore, the care and administra.-

tion of the sasswood is under the directfon of the ~~' or l!~gal-religious
representative of the POro secret society, and thereby a distinctive
" po 1 icing
· . " t• unc-1011
t.
"!..
uas

• .

·.•.

De~n

·,

.

~

,_ ..

d .

estauJ..J..SHe •

Though the principal crime-committed in the myth appears to be

adultery, so should one also.take notice (.)f the fact that murder was committed to attain the lia~sqn~

·c,Jh.at is distir:ctj.va in this case is the

fact that the murder was corr..mitted by a poison which was give:i by XrC!_,

makin.g the crime doubly

hei~oua.

Witchcraft crimes constitute

t~-e

Though it is not

mention~d

in this rr:.yth,

other special focus cf the use of the

sasswood ordeal.

By virtue 0£ the fact that the myth had become part of the oral
tradit.ion, by the time Fischer reported in 1967, one can infer that such
supernatural sanctions manifested through the practice of the sasswcod
ordeal still present a

viab~e

part of the Dan· legal and moral code and

that these divinely ordained practices function still as punitive measures.

Indeed, the tone of the.tale is not "this is what our people

used to think", but rather "this is how we think today."
Similar reports for other sasswood-using groups outside the West
Atlantic cluster substantiate the probable origins of the complex in
the users' eyes.

Among the Adangme of Ghana, for example, old people,

particulatly functionaries acting as representatives of the tribal
spirits, state that people use.d to be respectful, humble, and trustworthy.
As a result, they say, the.people grew old and deaths as a result of

magic (we

£~.El)

were rare.

L_ater with the moral slackening of the society,

52
it became

nece~snry

to iff.;ok:e 11tri-e-ter simcticns, by mean.s cf ordeals and

oaths, e.nd thereby, crder, author·ity, and justice were preserv-ed.

116

Only one proverb related to sasswood h:ia been reportedj a.nd it is
· for the. Mende.
as "If
· you ate

"Ba bi buride b'.1., hia bi gcle a gbou," has be~m translated
'
unc~~r

t h e sa,sswoo d. tree,

This may be iLterprete<l as a statement

yo~..ir

., ulll
s 1.dn w·il""J. b e.come reu.

th~t ~h~

sasswood makes one's

guilt evident; that is, it_incriminate5 the ·guilty.
VI.

INTRA.CULTURAL CORREL..t\.TIONS

The oath-ordeal complex does not exist as an independent em:ity
or as some '..!Ultural

quirk~

Correlations with other aspects of culture

should be considered in the functional study of the complex.

As noted

-

.

above, oaths and ordeals Iru:1Y be seen as sole1nn, formal "tests of faith!!
in the determination of guilt or

accusations.

im1oc~nce

in the face of specific

It should also be remembered that oaths and ordeals are

qualitatively different.

:·'.fhese differences have been related by some

authors to other cultural a"spects including political organization! soci.al
structure, economic conditions, and cM.ld-rear:tng practices ..

118

It is

the opinion of this author that child-rearing practices form a most

significant factor in influencing the existence of oaths and ordeals and
that socialization i.s affected in turn by the other correlations.

116
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H. Huber, op. cit,; p. 47.
F. M. H. !-!igeod, A ·Vi.ew cf

1926), p. 277.
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- Roberts, op. cit., p. 186.
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Economic

Cor.~elation~

According to John

~o~.erts~

the spec:tfic. oc.curence of e.ither or both

aspects of the oath-ordeal.complex has beeh linked statistically with
~

specific economic mcaes.
primarily subsist by

119

The groups of the West Atlantic trtbes

agri~ulture

with shl.fting ewidden cultivation ?3.nd

fallowing, with principa;t.ly rice, cassava, and other Malaysian crops. 120
In addition, small stock is

kept~

though a few cattle are retained by

the people for bridepric.e, ·and the stock is not milked.

Cattle, then,

may be regarded less as a "raw material" of the economic life, but more
as an item of wealth.
.

"economic complexity,"
ence of a money

The' ¢omplex is als.:> · alleged to be cor't'ela.ted with
121

e~onomy.

which Roberts interpreted as bf.dng the existThis aspect is well developed among the West

Atlantic groups as a nuniq_ue type of currency, consisting of T-shaped
pieces of forged iron finds acceptance_over muc.h of the region, 0122
which has been used historically.

Since the niajority of the groups

practice both oaths and ordeals, these correlations may be regarded as
being significants
The reason for the correlation between the existence of swidden

agriculture and ordeals maybe a reflection.of the obedience-training
which would bE! required in ti1e cooperative ventures of agricultur:al
(Le~,

societies

being part of u "team"), re.quiring close adherence to

and obedience to the rules.

On the other hand. the exclusive existence

119 Ibid.
120M

lUr

d ocr.c,
, op.ct.,
i
. p •. 2 b,. ....
,

121Rc b erts, op. cit.' p. 1.93.
122,.,
. k,
rv.mraoc
loc. cit.
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of oaths with herdl.ng m,~y be considered as a product of individual
responsib:Uity whi.ch would be

n~:cessary

in this practice as more autono·-

mous and independentIt has been noted that animal domesticat_ion is thought to be associated with the practice of oath-swearing a.nd therefore the latter is a
simpler, more nprimitive, H. faore has:tc function in its less ritualized

form and purpose of direct supplication to the supernaturai.

123

It mny

be that this is the reason for the surYi.val of the prac t:i.ce into industrial Africa, especially in light of the

pro~ibitions

made by the govern-

ment on the practice of ordeals.
Social and Political Correlations
In Roberts' cross-·cultural investigations, ordeals and oaths were

both found to be associated with communities of greater than 1000 members.
This relatively large population was d~scribed as having "intermediate
to high degree of political organization, 1 ~

124

which Roberts has inter-

preted to mean the range from the system of "minimal states and dependent
societies" to the state level.

The system among the West Atlantic tribes

may be described as being-of the in.termediate type, with political authority on the local level normally allocated to the headman and council of
elders and petty paramount chiefs over small di.stricts.

125

Roberts

has summarized his correlat·ion as follows.

Ordeals occur in much illcre specificcit.ustions than oaths.
They are found where there is something of a general, but
weak, authority syste.lit. 'When the authority system becomes
123

124

Roberts, loc. cito
Roberts, cp. ci.t.,

125Muraoc
.. k.. , loc. cit.

p~

208.
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strong enough to -enforce all decisions, right or wrong, without fear of the ef f ec~ on public opiniori, ordeals can then
disappear • 26
·
.!.

'I'he power structure introduced by the Protectorate. system may also be

interpreted as becoming a "sp:onger" political system which could make
possible the diminishment of th12 ordeals

:i~

thei.r importance.

It will be remembered·. from the description of the sass·wood ordeal
that palaver is a cha1:acteristic of the ordeal, in that the case is

assessed in front of a council of elders and the local chief or headman
is consulted before the administration of the sasswocd draught in order
to ascertain how it shall. proceed.

The correlation with respect to

populatfon size and political organization m.ay be seen in the fact that
the direct ccntrol over th~· society's members is necessarily minimal;
and the fear effected by the threat of the c;irdeal and subsecpent supernatural sanctions for crimes would serve to extend thi.s direct control.
l'he sanctions of the ordeal compensate for the leaders' inability to

deal directly and instantaneously with all possible offenders, at least
in regard to key "crimes." ,The "violent" nature of the ordeal would
stress the point of

cohesio~

by setting an example.

It can be seen that a weak political organization is associated
with the practice of the ordeals in that the fear inspired by the practice

serves to "n.ip in the budu the tendencies for criminal action which would
be socially disruptive, while oath-swearing would indicate a stronger
organization where such strict punitive sanctions would not be necessary
to the same ex.tent.
126

Roberts, loc. cit.

55

A high degree of social stratification also has been noted in conjunctj_on with the existence: of oaths and ordeals !r

127

presumably because

of certain discrepancies in power or wea-lth resulting in most communities
which create

situa~ions

of· envy, eum.:.tty, and sqspicion.

Hi.stor.ical evi-

dence would seem tc svbs tantiatP. this connection made by Roberts.

.

.Afzeliu~,

128

Bridge,

12Q
,
130
.. and.Corry
reported that it was usually the

wealthy individual of the

ao~iety

they studied who was accused of witch-

craft, and it was he who had to submit to the sasswood ordeal.
Residence, descent, and inheritance follow the patriline in a.11
the tribes of the West Atlantic cluster, though very few matrilineal
- .
131
-associations ha.ve been noted (e.g., among the Shcrbro).
Roberts has
exai-nined the data and made the further correlation between the practice
of ordeals and the incidence of what he describes as being "motherchild households.

11132

Since the women_of most tribes of West Atlantic

origin breast-feed their children for at least two years after birth
·. 133
(or until the infant walks)
and the husband is refused sexual access
to his wife during this per.iod, the mother-child relationship can be

seen to be exclusive and intimate, inculcating a dependency.

Oaths are

one-sixth as frequent as ordeals among this household type.

This close,

127 Ibid .
128Af

., .

ze..Ll.'.lS, op. cit.,_,p.

24.

129 B . .
riage, op. c i L, pc ·67 •

130c... orry, 1oc. c~~
... ....
131
132

133

uall, loc. d.t.
Roberts, op. cit.$

p~

195.

Schwab, op. cit., p. 216.
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dependent :telatlonship

n~sults

in gr.e.ater obE:d::! .:nee training than

i~espon-

sibiH.ty training in that one has lcarnec1 from infancy to do precisely

what m:::;ther says and net to act independently.

This would in turn.

produce a greater frequency of ordeals in which case one is being punished for disobeying the

super~a.tural

and not be:!.ng honest with them.

Socialization
The most interesting correlation de.mens trated by Roberts is that
between the existence of oaths and ordeals ahd the psychological states

resulting from child socialization methods.

134

In this regard the dis-

cussion at this point will be. concerned with the- differences extant be-

tween responsibility training and obedience tr.aini.ng.

Responsible be-

havior has been defined in contrast to obedience training.
The extreme of responsibility in this sense (of performance

of tasks, duties, and routines whic.h'are demanded by the
culture) would be found in the willing performance of laborious duties or task$, which the child .has come to carry
out on his own at the proper time and .can be trusted to do.
It can be contrasted with high obedience, where the child
may passively do what-,he is told on any occasion, but has
not himself learned, to ·perform duties. without .immediate
instruction.135
·
Most of the children of the groups such as
in obedience.

t~1e

Gio appear to be trained

They are given explicit tasks st a very ea·rly age.

Cor-

poral punishment) though used infrequently) is employed for disobedience.
As an example of parental attitudes of their children's non-responsibi-·

lity, "the Gio st.;.te that they don't ••• expect much help from their

P4 Roberts»
.J

135

op .. cit., P• 205.

Roberts, op. cit., p. 206.
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children" nor is it worth try:Lng to teach them before six years of
because "they see some food, and then forget what you said." 136

age~

In

addition, children are usually under direct parental supervision for the

majority of the time"

The _conclusion is thatobedience training predomi ..-

nates, probably as a result of swidden agriculture in that this economic
.
-reore_o f a cooperat i ve e ff ort tan
h
h er d.1ng. 137
mo de, genera.1.., 1y, requires
The relation of oath::s·wearing and responsi.blity training may be

inferred by noting that if a member of the socie.ty can be trusted to be

responsible and independently honest in social and other matters, it

would seem logical that this ·same trust wou~d be projected to his legal
'
138
behavior.
Ordeals present a contrasting picture: in this case, the
sanctions appear to be exte:rnal, rather like the dichotomy which exists
between the concepts of shame and guilt.

Because in the case of ordeals,

the J(Oint is to be "caught" at something by the intercession of human
agents working in the "sex·vice of the supernatural," one can infer a
high level of anxiety which would result in.autonomic physiological·
responses, which would, in turn, "proven culpability.

The oath-swearer,

on the other hand, has nothing to fear in terms of "natural" retribution
and any justice meted out in this case would be between the accused and
the spirit to whom he s-;vears; that is, hi£ sanctions are "inten1al" in
that his ow1i. concept of crime and punishment determinea whether or not

the swear will r.e effective'.
In

136
137

138

summar~",

Roberts ·has

_de~nonstrated

schwab, op. citG, p. 219.
Gibbs (1965), op. cit'.:,., p. 208.
Roberts,

loc~

cit~

correlations extant between
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various aspects of a cultuie including social, political, economic~ and
psychological, anrl the differential

practi~ing

of oaths an<l ordeals.

By

way of a nomothetic statement, these two practices appear to be generally
associated wi.th relatively ... complex societies,· which, in the presence of

somewhat ineff€,,ctive

autho~ity

and power structures, requlre special

means for the maintenance of law and ord,er.

They are used because sheer

force and techniques of coercion are insufficie.p.t or potentially destructi11e methods.

VII.

From a clcrser readir..g

~£

FUNCTIONS

the above descriptions cf the character.-

istics of the complex, the variouc, functions of the oath-ordeal complex
may be deduced.

The functiqns are relevant to this study in that any

approach to the study of culture change or stability requires en analysis
m~aning,

of the use,

and function as well as some understanding of the

operation of the complex j_·n relat:f.on to the 'whole of the culture8 Cul-

tural items, whether material or

non~·material,

ing in a void: they are integrated, more

or

do not exist free-float-

less, with other aspects of

the culture ..
~

Legal

Ht~d1ani.sm

Perhaps the most cbvi.ous function of the sasswood ordeal and the

concomitant oaths is that of being a strictly legal mechanism.

Such a

function can be split into ge!luine belief on· the part of its users that

the complex -------"-actuallv functions
to determine guilt or innocence and
. .
.

othe.rwise acts as a legal agent, being at the same time both judge and

executioner.

The: action in this case is directly meted out by the di-
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Vii.1e and i.s immediate..

The second aspect would be symbolic be.lief,

especially in the cese of oaths, that justice will be Earved 1n the end
and that by having perforu-1ed the: prescribed ritual of oath-swearing alone,
the case will be taken care of.
is delayed, but also

direc~ . .- In

In the situation of oaths, the action
both instances, the individual would see

both aspects as effectively.solving legal and moral issues to the satisfaction of the society.

In the case of oaths' delayed action ("general

warrant") and the ordeals' imm.ediate action, a more complete coverage
for all crimes--past, pre.sent, and future--is achieved and provides a

greater legal security for the society.
As a Social Unifier
Another function closely related to the carrying out of justice
is the social unifying effect of oaths and ordeals.

During and after

a crime SlJCh as witchcraft has been committed, there follows a period

of generalized social malise and tension whose diffused focus becomes
solidified in the person of the accused.

139

During the highly emotional

period preceding the accusation of the :f.ndividual, the society is regarded as being in a st&.te of social and n:o:al diw::quilibrium which has
resulted from the consequences of the crime as well as the uncertainties
of who is the culprit and the vulnerability of the other members of the
group to similar attack, sµch as witchcraft. or adultery..

By perticipa-

An a.r1alogous function was proposed by Malinowski (!_f~ic, Science
and Religion, l948: p. 52) in his n~ting that dt~ath in .a society
nthreatens t·:ne vc.ry cohesion and solidarity of the group" and that religi.on and the ceremonial of death "countero.ct the centrifugal forces
of fear and dernoi·alization ·and • • • provide- the m0st powerful means of
reintegration of the group ,.s shaken solida:ct.ty ., "

139
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ting i_n the

~motional,

solem1 ritual of oath-swearing <:.nd ordeals, the

me.mbc:rs are cath.artically reli£ved and the
state of equilibrium.

so~iety

itself returns to a

ThiS is ach:leved through the deliberate, public,

and conciliatory actions of the. ordeals

and

oaths$

As an Egualizer of Social Stat\,ls
Among the West Atlantic groups stud-ied, oaths and ordeals serve to

equalize inequities of social status among the individuals of the society.
Some instances were reported where men only, acting as elders, could
t..
. - witc
. h es. 140
accuse t11ose
persons o f b eing

In addition, with the excep-

tion of very rare cases in· which old women were rlllowed to accuse others
of witchcraft, females·were-the recipients of the accusations and were
·._

never the instigators.

141

It should be noted that both men and women

could b.e accused of witchcraft, but only meti (and old women) could accuse.
In keeping wi.th the fact that witchcraft accusations, like gossiping, are
usually directed at those who invite the envy and jealousy and mistrust
of others in the society, one may see that by and large it is the
not's who accuse the have's _of witchcraft.

have~

Whether innocent or guilty,

the man so blamed must pay a legal fee to·· the sa.sswood specialist and
must be publicly accused, thereby "satisfying" the pubH.c that justice
is being corre-::tly ex.gcted (that is, that the one of whom they are jealous is being shown for less-than-mighty),

Furthermore, if the party is

found to be guilty, he will be removed from the society through his
death; and upon tis demise-, ·cases have been noted where the deceased's
140F.,~scner,
.
1 cc.

.J
c~t•

141Ev<s:n.s-p rite
. h ara,
. op. cit.,
.
p. 3,4 6 •

family is sold into slavery and his goods re9:tstribu.ted throughout the
society as a

~;hole.

142

Fo.r

~.xample.,.

Hor.ztfrJ Bridge., ·writing in the

nineteenth century, report~d that the accused'~ cattle were redistributed
after his proof of guilt and subsequent death, demonstrating thE! not:ton

of the social equalizing function.
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In this way, oue ca.n see. that not

only are the possessions of the accused distrjbuted on a more equitable
fa~~ily

basis throughout the society, but also the

of the envied one may

be reduced to slavery, which may be regarded as being "very satisfying"

to the group ..

The Association with

Slmze:..~-

Another function follows from the preceding.

It was noted that in

some instances the families,: cf the guilty w12re sold into ·slavery, which
fa.ct has been established in several sources·.

For instance, a n5_m:teenth

century report on. the sla,)e ·.trade s tatcs that; ansci.ves also sometimes
c.ri~mes 3_

become slaves, in consequence cf

as well as (the fact) that it

is not an uncommon thing .on·the coasti: to

~alscly

.

144

sake of seeking persons so accueed of crimes. a·

.

impute crimes for the
'I'he crimes "falsely

imputed" were adultery and ~itchcraf t ~ which JtUtoniatically called fer

the sasswood ordeal.

George Thompson, a missio!l.ary writing in J.858,

described the fact that among the tfonde
142

143
1' ~

A£zelius, op,. cit..,.

p.

th~

chi~fs

went to war or else

24ff.

Bridge, opo cit., p. ·68.

":tw. O. Blake, The Histo:r-y of Slave·2:.._?;~~~ the Slave Tr2.de
(Columbia: J •. and H. Miller, Fublishars ll JJ358), p. 113.
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brought false charges against the individuals in order that they might
be sold into slavery.

11.s

Sohn Matthews

the penalty for apparently_ even an

.
11146
inevitable.

m~cie

-reference to the fact tha.t

accu~.tion

of witchcraft was "slavery

These citations indicate a further consequence of the

ordeal in the intensification of the slave· trade which dominated the
eighteenth and nineteenth centur5.es.

approval of the increased

w~al th

It would appear that supernatural

of the

a.i~~users

for bringing so many "miscreants 11 to justice.

was given in exchange

Analogies Li.ay be seen in

the Protestant (Calvinist) ethic of God's will and favor being manifested in the economic success .of His flock, ju.st as those who were successful in the slave trade became economically well-off because of their
performance of "justice" through ritual

means~

Politics and "Police"
The relation of the Poro secret society and the existence of the
sasswood ordeal manifests yet another function of the ordeal: political
control and a "social police force."

As noted in the Dan myth, the

witch-hunting activities were assigned to the
specialists.

~:t

or legal-religious

As reported in Harley, all major offenses against the

society or a.gainst the

~cro~

including murder and witchcraft, would be

subject to a trial that was held by the Ki La rr4_ society in secrecy, sc
that society secreto would not be reveal.:d to the public.
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The

145 G. Thompscn. The Palm Land (London: Dawsons, 1858).

-.-.--------

146Fy f e, op.

.
9~L.
c.J~ t. , p ~

147 G. Harley, Masks ·as Agents of Social Control in Northeastern
Liberia; Pape:rs of t.~.e Fe"8.bo:ly-i-1useillt7~ of ·A:-r1.e.rican Archaeology and
Ethnology, Volume XXXII, No~ 2. (Cambridge= Harvard University Press,
1947), p. vii!.
-

sehtE:ace, trial by sasswood ·or exec.ution:.i would occur at a later date :Ln
public~

This demonstrates

Lh~t t~1P.

Poro also used the sasswcod ordeal

for its cwn purposes.
Perhaps the best way of showing the relationship between sasswood
j!1~tice

and the admiuistration of

would be to quote Harley .. , :.In

and the appl:!.cation of political power

describ~ng

the Poro among the G:i.o, he

states that
••• There was a tendency to manipulate the mechanism of
justice and its execution so that no one would appear publicly responsible either for the decision 6r its execution.
The best example of this is the sasswood ordeal, in which
the poison cup drunk by the ace.used was supposed to make its
own decision automatically. If the individual were guilty~
the sasswood executed hini en the spot with the samt~ infalli.ble mechanism. There was no judge to be the object of resentment of those who diss'.:in.ted • • • To make the .whole thing stlll
further impersonal, the sasswood ordeal·was presided over by
an i.ndividual whose id~ntity was hidden under a great mask,
representing not an ancestor, but the great forest demon.
The idea was inherent that it was on this authority that
this trial was conduc.tE'd and that he hC!-d made this publi.c
appearance for that specific purpose. ·There was also the idea
that the poison portic.m, w~s the real judge of the guilty. J.\.
detail of the sasswood :ritual refers t;he whole responsibility
to the tree itself.
In the sasswood ordeal ·we have mask~ medicine, and mechanism
all sharing the blame. · My use here 0£ the term "medicinen
perhaps needs modification. It is reaHy ~' or hidden power
inherent in the drug, . \?hich does the work. The mechanism is
merely to put that power into operation ~md to protect it from
the contrary· forces or·-powers that would tend to neutralize it;
for it is well recognized that if.the mana of any substance
fails to work, it is ~ither because there is present a more
powerful!' opposi~g man~, er because the.:( ri tusl mechanism has
not been properly carried out. In the case, of the mask, the
., 1.r.
inherent mana should be-·c.onsidered
as the most power f UL.. poss1. bl e ..

.L."T!J

It may be deduced from th_e quotation that the _zo re.a.nipula.ted justice in

that by substituting the mask as the agent of social control such that

148

Harley, op. cit ..

s

p. ix ..
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the individual acting in s ·1egal

cap~city

where he <loes not have to acc.er>t the
actions..

5.s able to remain in a. positi0n

c.onseq~';;!:.~C!s

Their knowledge of the belief

sy~tems

of the.se juristic

of the soc.i.ety that di.c-

tates those situations that· will require the.; sasso;;·mod ordeal as well as

the.ir knowledge of the poison? s varying action. result in a position of
a'Jthority i.n that it is they_.who, in effect, '}w:rite'i the rules.

Masks

in the Pore secret society·. serve the purpose of mak:1.ng distant the
association between the human 2.g2nts (I-o) ~i1d the effect of the judg!ilent
manifested through the actio11 hf the poison" "

The other than political-·legal fo.nctions of the Poro will not be
considered at this time other than to note that the Poro
forms a very powerful ancl secret

organizati~on

to control all

its members.

The leaders of the society hold sway over common men,, i.mpose laws upon them,, and keep them in check by the
fear of the supernatural powe:r with whi.ch they are believed
to be endowed. This fear lies behind all heads of families 149
and men of standing, behind all chiefs and political leaders.

The Poro secret society, or the equivalent, exists among all of the West
Atlantic tribes and has been described as one of the characteristics
of this culture area.
There are numerous historical references to the Poro society.

The

earliest mention was in 1560 in the report of an Englishman, John Hawki:ls,
who sailed by the West Af r_ican coast.

What

he·. termed

judged the cases of adultery among the Terune.

150

the "contuberia"

According to Hawkins

in these cases, swearing was done to th-:. spirit of the Poro, so. that
there is evidence for the early association between the Poro and oc:i.th-

149

.

~

Hariey, op. cit., p. 30.

150

Fyfe, op. d.t.,

p~

31!.6 ..
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swearing.
In 1620 Olfert Dapper made reference to the existence of the
"Belli-Paaro" {or Poro) s~cicty which tried witchcraft and adultery eas~'.S,.
All -unexplained deaths were _attributa'ble to -witchcraft, and one may in.f,..:.:r. -

or. oath-swe.ari.ngi'

that the sasswood ordeal,

.. ·1it
h accuse d in
. d-~1v1aua
• , 1 s. 151
pab1
- yo f t.e

we.re used to detect the cul-•¥

The Mano and Lo:rna name for the

secret society is bele (or '~Belli"), which 't..r•.mld seem to sub.:.;tantiate

Dapper f s observation. 152 Kenneth Little in 1Q55 stated- that the secret societies were :f.n
15 3
" • i ne use
.: d· ·i n swear1.ng.
•
•
1 possession
tie
c f t b1e strongest
mea1c

T.~
wn i __1e

other "unofficial" medict11es were extant amcng the Mende, the only real.,

genuine, and official usage.was of the Por.o medicine.

As an Educational Tool

The final function of the sasswood ordeal may be regarded as an
educational tool; and in this capacity,
of the Poro sCJciety.

it.~s

related to.the operation

Where tha,Poro is meant t:o provide for the indoc-

trinat:i.on of the boys in tribal lore and custom, the legal-religious
aspect of the Poro-sponsored;

~-conducted_sasswood

ordeals serve. to

further inculcate the audience with moral lessons about socially defined
"grave matters."
1510

This may be construed as pcssesei.ng a mnemonic function.

· n una" ....
•
tli.h __
Be..§.£..~
h i··o· ung_
• Dapper, TJ mb s tu
.andl 1cue
r. . 1ge:~__ _£._~

Afr ·

1
vo~_2~~~

{Leiden: Jacob von Meurs, 1620).
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schwab, op.

cit~, p. 486.

lSlK~ennet h Li t1-_e,.
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and Kegan Paul, 1954),
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e ben e o .. ierra . eo::te
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(Londong: Routledge
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I

This does not mean that the.. individuals are f.:o]~d, in

a.

ucode.d message,''

·, ~· '

that certain actions are ··d.e.t:ri-ri1.ental to the :::-:o;::iety and are therefore
illegal.

The effect is les.s o~vious" ·Like the» trauma of c:trcmr.cision

. and subincision,. the pa:i,n <i?socia-ted with th~ ··poison ordeal may be said
to function to ingrain the pr.;~nciples · :i.nto' th~ re.c.i.pients '. and the ob-

servers ' mind s. 154

Someth~ng

that is either painful or associated with

pain in the ac.c.useds' and.audfonce's eyes ~ls-not eas:tly forgotten.

Tb.e

sasswood ordeal reminds the i.ridivicluals in' a. society that the consequences
for misbehaving are painful and will be exacted for transgressions of
the moral code.

Chapter IV in dealing with manifestations cf resi.liance and change
in the· ordeals and oath-sweari~g among the ,West :Atlantic groups will

reconsider these functions in light of past and present conditions.,
.J

•·.
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Peter Farb, The Ind:Lans of ·North
1968), p. 100.

Arr~£~ric~

.

(New York: Avon Books,

CHAPTER IV

-HiSTORICAIJ INE'LUENCES

AND MANIFESTATIONS OF

CH.A+~GE

CHAl'TER IV

HIS1'0RICP.J, INFLUtNCES

..A.ND MANIFESTATIONS OF CHANGE

Before discussing the man.if estat:ions of change in the sasswood ordeal and possible motivations for: those changes, 5.t seems a.pproprl.at.e
to discuss at this point generally what might be factors which could be

regarded as variables in effecting change and the likelihood of such
change t-..-1. th res pee t to these variables.

Preccndi t.ions of cul tu re change

are especially pertinent to the case such as. the present one where one
trait-complex is being considered.

It has been noted earlter that

cultural elements are thought to change with greater rapidity and more
facilely than systems of traits or c.omplexes, so that the present study
makes it even more important to study the impetus to change as well as

155

the probabillity of change. .

We shall begin· by reiterating the charac-

teristics of the sa.sswood ordeal with a view to ascertaining its vulnerability to chafige.
I.

CULTURE CHANGE A1\JD THE ORDEAL

The sasswood ordeal and its coincident oath-swearing belong to the
classification of cultural behavior described es legal and religious,
which in turn have been dei.ineated as one of ti1e ..-:rucial "basic main-

155<:
..,ee p age 4 •
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. .

ten.a.nee, security, and interaction systems of a c.ultu:re.n

is

na~essary

156

The ordeal

to the people practicing it becc:mse of its ability to eolve

problems c£ the society, w:tth especial regard to morality and group
rules, which would otherwise result in states of disequilibrium in the
face of their irresclution,.necessarily harmful to the societyrs cohesion.
The sasswood ordeal would belong to this c.lassification.
The essent:tals of ideological security· (that is) basic intellectual and religious assumptions, and interpretations as to
the existence, power, providence) mo1-:-al'ity, ·we:lfare, and
attendant emotional tenstons. Perhaps most consistently
stable have been those bel.ief s and behaviors which become
active at times of extreme cri.sis and insecurity, as with
natural calamity, accident, sickness, death and disposal
of the dead, or the ~piritua.l threat.of_po.Llution, as with
black magic.157
.·
·
·
~

In addition, these essentials cf ideological security are described as
being tempe·red with emotional ove1·tones which justify their exi.stence.
These emotions usually are· associated with the "essenti.als" from the

time of child-training; and due to these factors of deeply engrained
emotional "knowledge" of the correctness of such
thought to be especially resistent to change.

practices~

they are

In t:he case of the sass-

wood ordeal, the elements which would tend.to remain stable because of
the above defined characteristic of being ''essential," are the use cf

the poison ordeals in the ·light of "drinking fetl.shu in which the d:caught
is thought to be suffused with supernatural, divinatory power of its
own; its use in the £inding,and punishment of witches who form an integral part of the grotzp 's criminals) reflect:i.ng as they do a "projection~'
.
o f t h e d eviant
e 1 ement

.(: t h e

o~

. .... 158 ;-. anu.
~ f ina~
. '11y 1. t s ·mpor
i
t ance

socie~y
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;
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in being a public t:da.1 in :_whi.eh the social consensus :f.s obtain~d.

Ern·~

bucd a.s the sasswood ordeal is with sy!Ltbc1i·: r:eardng a11d assuming its
ritual form, it may be postitlated that a change in the basic structure cf
the ordaal--its function less.. than its form-'.""would be either very slow,
:,,_-.

non-existent, or, at the other

ext;-~~e,

revoh1tio11ary due to rampant

.

.

proselyzation by a conquering peoples, in which case reintegration of
the society w:I.th respect to this one trait-complex would be difficult
to achieve.

Because of the ordeal's close link to legal and religious

l:i.fe, it may be generally ass\.:med that the ordeal would. tend to remain
constant through time.

What impetus there

h~s

been to change .among the West Atlantic

tribes may be regarded as a. consequence of contact diffusion, as opposed
to internal invention or innovation.

Two variables, again defined by

Keesingt in particular s.:em to be important in this case of the sassv;oo<l
ordeal.

159

_ General flexibi1i,ty of the recipient culture is significant

in that its total composition--its rigidity or its malleability--in all
aspects are critical to tbe determination of whether the society will
accept the adjustments.

Wit:h regard to flexibili.ty, it would appear

that the West Atlantic tribes are split.

The coastal tribes seem gene-

rally less rigid" an.d more· cpen to change as a !esult of their longer

history of continued contact ".vlth
senses, such as economic,_
ing interdeper.<lenL

tl~ese

w~stern

Ei.!ropean nations; and in some

connections may be c.haracterised as be-

The ir.la:.!4 tribes, such as the Dan and Llmba, may

be considered to be more inflexible in their respcnae to outside con··
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Keesing, op. cit._, pp. 390-391.
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ta.ct be.caase c.f the re:Lative inaccessibiH_ty t.o these regions from the
coast; and one therefore

~S'-Y

r:.xpect greater conservat5.srn in their value

systems.
· The _other vari.able is related to flexibility and has been cal1e<l

; 160
congruence of the cultural systems---in contact.

Where the first

related to the general receptivity of the host culture to innovations,
the concept of congruence -reflects the amenabi.lity of the two cultures

to exchange; that is, are the two value systems of the English, for
example, compatible with those of the Temne, such that the latter would
be likely to respond favorably to leg.al-religious innove.tions proposed
by the former.

It is in this regard that the innovations may come acrcss

a bulwark, for the moral systems and religious beliefs of the two are
essentially at odds.

Where economic and poli.tical practices may be sal.d

to be complementary, the e'ssential values (}'£ the two are significantly
different.

As results of westernization, where innovations in the eco-

nomi.c sphere (increase in slavery, the

~job"

system, and the like.) and.

in the political arena (closer contact between the individual and the
local political leader) wot!ld be acceptable, the religious and legal
innovations, such as those proposed under

th~

anti-witchcraft Christian

belief systems and western "rational" law of trial by Jury without
supernatural assistance, would not be regarded to be compatible with the
indigenous systems of religious and legal causality

Thus, the resiliancE!

of the sasswood ordeal in the face of laws established with the formation of the Protectorate ar:d the zeA.loua designs of the missionaries

160

rbid,,

appears self-evident.

In 1'-eeping with

th.::!

above-mentioned conservatism

·of the inland tribes) the&e ma7 be considered to be especially conservative areas.
I.I.

There have been

HISTORICAL IN:FLUENCES
histcF~cally

four critical influences which e.:Lther.

affected or were in a position to potentially af feet the sasswood ord2.al

and oath-swearing.

As implied in the last section, some influences have

had a minimal effect, and no factors affected the practice to a very
great extent.

However, in all cases it was

~pparent

that what ·change

that was manifested was more in terms of form t:han i.n function and of ten
one element came to dominate the other elements, giving the complex a
different appearance, such as oath-swearing taking precedence over. wi1at

. L"b
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. ·i. s i n mo d ern
b ecame t h e ill ega1 use o!- oraea.
i en.a.
Islam.
The earliest potential effect on the oath-ordeal complex was that

presented by Islam.

Islam entered ·the West Atlantic region in the

eleventh th'cough seventeenth centuries by

~ieans

of the spread of the

Islamic Mandingo and the Fulla clerics and .traders, and it was concentrated in the northern regions of this area.

In addition, it has been

noted that the existence of ·north-south trade routes, resulting from tcpcgraph:tcal feat·.ires such as thick foTe$t which limited east-wt:st trade,

had the ef f~ct of incre:asi.ng the Islamic influence in these directions

161 Strong, 10c.

cit~
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rather than

east-~est.

162

Islam are for the S.usu (80

The greatest percentages of the practice of
p2ri~ent),

t11e Yahmka (40 percent), the Temne

(33 :percent), with the Mende, the Limba, and the Sherbro-Kr:i.m·-Bullom
•
5 percent eac1_1
1 \
:163
( averaging
1 .·.;

Islamic inf lue:nce has

~lso

been noted

for the Vai, the Kpwesi, ~he· Kn.1 and the Gio·, though no specific pe-rcer1t-

--

ages have been made. available.

164

Many of the connections - are demonstrated by l:i.nguistic affinj.ties,

such as the Vai, Limba, Susu, and Yalunka word for sacrifice (saraka),
borrowed from the Arabic.

165

_

The Gi:ebo and_ Kru aEigri i.s thought to be.

a Krio form of gresh, an Arabic term meaning "to dri.ve away."
term .for

spirits--yin~

166

The

(Susu), I~' iena (Yalunka), and dxinganga {Mende)-·-

are derived from the Arabic

ji~. 167

In all casest the Mari.dingoes and the °Fullas were respected and
generally regarded as being supeiior to

th~~r

host tribes.

168

The

i.nhabitants of the West Atlantic area admire Islam for its learning, the
ability to make charms, and in their methods.of divination as well as
Ruth Finnegan 51 Survey of the Limba Peopl~e of Northern Sierra
Leone (London: Her Majesty's Stationer's Office, 1965), p. 15.
162

163

M. McCulloch, The Peoples of the.:,Sierra Leone Proectorate
{London: International African Institute, 1~45), p. 84.
164
Johnston, op. cit., p. 1067.
165
166

Johnston, op. cit., p. 1063.

Corry, op. cit., p. 61 •

.lG 7Mc Cui.. 1 oc h , op. ct.,
i
- p. 4
' 5 , p. 70 •

168

J. Spencer Tr:i.rrd.n.gi1a.m, The Inf luencr: of Islam on Africa

(New York: Frederick

Praege·:r~

1968) ~ p. 4:!..
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h·
.,. ~
th
. e pres_t-i ge assoc j .atecI w..:~. . t h. ....
~1 is r.eJ... g.J..cm •.··
·j.

and to t:he problems of ...t'..fric.an and

• .::

.

Islamit~·

To this latter.aspect

1::.1.:· the. reader will now be

directed.
The effo.ct of Islam.on both the law and the religion. of the tribes
b~cause

m1.ght be regarded as variable
the religion.

In Sierra

~eone

qf the.gradations in pel.1.Btrance of

and Liberia, Islamic law has been amal-

gamated into rather tl:ari entirely replactng native c.ustomary law ..

170

Its effect is therefore pa~tial, and one manifestation. is the "winking
at" a wealthy man of the West Atlantic cluster who has more than four
wives, a Muslim restriction :not enthusiastically or completely enforced.

Islamic legal tenets are

b~.f?ed

on the Sharia, which follows the teach-

< .

ings of Malik Ibn Anas as a type of revealea law.

171

It is concerned

mai.nly with questions of di.vorce, marriage,.· inheritance, guardianship,
. .,
. ). and mi nima
. 1-··
. b.s. crimes$
•
h
and wag f s ( c,.ar
trusts
J.y wit
i tao.Le

172

However,

though it does not mention.what to do in cases of murder, the Sharia
"f rowns severe 1 y on a 11 f qnns.· o f sorcery- an
. d' witc
. h crart.
~ n 173 0 ne may

see that with regard to witchcraft-caused murdersr which would include
most deaths in African ideology, the clash with traditional African
169Jo h.ns._on.,
....
op.

cit~

;t

p.

10~...

170T .. N. D. Anderson, "Rt:!laticnship betwaen I~lamic and Customary
Law in Africa," Journal of Afric.:?~ Administr~.tion: XII (1969)

i

pp. 228·-3l~.

171
J. H. Price, Politic~1l .Ir..stin1tlons of. West .Afri.ca (London:
Hutchinson Educational PresB: 196 7) $ p. 19f:·---

172N. ..T. Brooke, "Nab.ve Courts in Sierra Leone, 0 Journal of African Administration 9 VI (1Q54), pp. 1BS-dl93 •. ·
173~u. Davi"d aon, A
1966), pa 18l•.

Hj~~of W~st

Africa (Garden City: Anchor Books,
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principles o.f law hns b~en fundamentaL

Where ·the tribe had been Musli-·

mized, as among the Va1. a~d. the Gio of Liberia, there ceased to exist
the reliance on f et is hes,. made fo. the Af ri_c:an nianner in the likeness of

_liv~n.g things; but the be1lefs were transfe::rred to verses from the Koran,
where the temporary repository of the spir.its. w·as then thought to be

.

situated.

174

The shift

i~

legal matters is also seen from ordeal divi-

nation (sasswood) to a form of oath-swearing where the medium becomes
the verses of the Koran.

.With respect to divination of

unkno~ms,

s2nd

divination (kaesant) and the casting of stonas (_§1.n5ber.e) have become the
ch:f.ef mechanisms, so that ·it would appear t_hat the notion of "drinki.ng
. .
'. 175
fetish" has been removed from their ideology.
. The fatal potentiality

of

the sasswood ordeal was

~lso

removed, because this practice was not

in accord with the principies laid down i!l the Koran.

The success of the adoption of Islam by the tribes· of this region
may be explained by several

f9ctors~

Usually, because of the prestige

associated with the religion, it was initially the ruling families who
became Islamized and this did not i.nvolve any real change· in the customary
.

re li g i ous practices.

176

In addition, stress was laid on the uniqueness

and exclusivenss of the Islamic practices and its opposition to the pre-

vailing religion of the regions.

For these reasons, of prestige end

"aloofness" associated witli the practice of IBl.3.m, the penetration of
this religion may be eeen as bej_ng

incomplete~

It should be further

noted that IslG.m was successful because it was effectively integrated
174T
_ s op. cit., p .. 6 •
... c h ns·con
l oc.
175DorJann,
. ~

176Triming
. . h am, op. cit., Pe 39.

.:.,•

. . . . . . . .~~-·~c'""i("~.

,;,;
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into traditional tenets. cf ··'African custom, such as polygyny, the bride-

price and divinatory procedures.

The success of Islam in Africa, though

incomplete, may be summarized as follows.

The difference between Islam aEJ an imuersonal and abstract
system with a body of··. dq~ trine and a rigi.d legal code embracl:ng not merely ritual,. but every aspect of life and the diversified and complex African systems of H.fe appea.r so profound
that few points of conta_ct. seem apparent n.n.d the psychologic_al
shock of religious change to be as great as that for an African
conver:ted to western Christianity. This is not so in practice.
The reason is that Islam in contact with Afr:Lcans is characterized by a series of gradations· which .act as insulation in /

passing on Islamic radiation gradually-.to animist societies.1 7 •
Apparently, Islam offered some new

alternativ~s

without displad.ng the

old, such that divination and oath-swearing· could remain.

In addition,

sanctions of behavior found a new source in the. written laws of Isla."11 ..

178

The effect of Islam on the_religion of the West Atlantic tribes m.ay be
seen to be basically minimal since it blended,- or was congruent, with
customary beliefs.

Slavery

It has been reported that the institution of slav·ery was native to
West Africa before the

fir~t

179

century by the Portuguese. .

slaves were taken in the early sixteenth
It has rema:Lned a viable indigenous

practice up to the present ·among groups of ·the West Atlantic cluster,
u

•

h fienae.
sueh as t1e

180

It has also been uoted in this paper that the i.n-,

crease in dew.and for slaves by the Portuguese and the English may have

178

Ibid.

179Wilsen, op. cit4, · p. ·35.
180M .....
.Luraock, op. cit., p • 263.

'

;.

'
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led to an increase in the practice of the sasswood ordeal for the purpose
of obtain1:ng more slaves u

.

The question. may be askc-!d again,. wha·t ef feet

did the institution of slav:e·ry have on tfa~· ·practice of the ordeal?.

In

this regard, the study will lead to an assessment of the records of the
antebellum South to ascertain if the ordeal.were practiced in those regions
to which the slaves were

sh~pped;

and if it and the oaths were practiced,

the changes and similarities which were manifested.
-No question can be

i·a~sed

that the slave trade had a traumatic

effect on the captives as well as· on those ~;ho remained in Africa~

Whey·e

those ·;at home were faced with the loss of manpower and the increased

181
warfare consequent to the rise. of slavery,. - · those who en.dured- the Middle
Passage were faced with new surroundings and new ways of life.

The

greatest trauma recorded was that of the lack of a basis for status among
the slaves.

182

It was pointed out that a11-1evels of society were made

slaves, and thus they were all reduced to the lowest rung relative to
their captors.
hierarchy.

It became difficult, however, to stabilize an endogenous

They were well aware that they were slaves, but the stigma

attached to th~s new status appea.red to be not _so great as the whit:e
masters' view of their position.

Africans, in.short, had been used to

hard work and the land they.were required to, work were very like

~he

lands

they had left in Africa. _The shock of slat"'"ery was not economic, but
mainly social in the

disrupt~on

of families and the new chaos of their

relative social positions with respect to each other.
181D av1,
.d son, op. cit.
182
J. Blasslngame,

Press, 1972), p. 10.

Th~ Slave .cc:~:!:E.Y

(New York: Oxford University
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Th e. new " s 1 ave

. . 11ty
. "
pers~:ma.

t~h

. 1 te d ~-nas b een described~ as a
at resu

"result of the interaction· b3tween certain. unive:csal element;s · of West
African culture, the in~t~tutionalized dema1~_ds of plantation life» the

process of enslavement, and -,the creative re~ponse to enslavement." 183
With respect to relig:ton, it was noted that mqst religious practice.s of
traditional Afrkan society were ameriable·to the later dictates of tbe

white masters i.n their belated and half-hearted attempts to inculcate
Christian bcl:Lefs.

184

~eligfous·

activities,;were areas of considerable.

potential creativity and social strength;·~nd ·the slaves in the new
world used religion as the central area for the creation and re-creation
of the community.

185

Irr addition, African slaves in the new world had.

come from societies in which there was no apparent distincti.on between

'

the sacred and secular actiyities,

186

such that these facets remained

integrated in the slave societies.
There are two sources

of

evidence which cite the continuation of

the practice of poison ordeals with slight variations in the slave statesIt was reported that the ·slaves of Virgini.a, for example,. were known to

hold "conjur

t~lks"

(i.e., palaver) befor~ the administration of :'herbal

poisons" in their own legal cases.

187

These poisons were effecti.ve be-

cause of the slaves' belief in their efficacy, and they eventually were
made illegal by the State of Virginia in the early eighteenth century.
183Blassingame,
.
. . , p. 18 ..
op. ci.t.
184Bl ass1ngame,
.
op •.- ci. t •
185

G. Rawick, The .A.mf!rican Slave from Sundown· to Sun-u_E (New York:

Greenwood Publishers-,--1972); p. 32e

186

Ibid.

187.
.J •

c•

Furnas,

Go~~bve

.to Uncle Toni (Ne't·: York: Sloane, 1956). n z_
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In perusing the records of other slave cases.:tn the South, namely
I~ouisiana.,

Alabai.-na,

and Georgia, it

,.,.~as

noted that many cases of the
•,

use of poisons were rec~rd~d.

:

For instance:t the recorded case in 1729

. in Louisiana reported the association of Ttli.tchcraft with the use of
poisons.

188

One may infer'.from this that orqeals might have been used

in ascertaining the guilt .of the alleged

witc~_o

Such a conjecture seems

to be legitimate because the: whites at this time were n.ot interested in

the customs of their

slav<:s~

!Cffect of the poisoning and

and what they

not

wou~d

notice would be the

the ma.~ner':.in which it was administered

or for what purpose.
Another instance may be cited as an example of what might be
interpreted as the use of poison ordeals. ·To prove culpability in a
case of theft (for example) among the slaves, it was noted that the
suspect was forced to rlririk "a bottle of water filled with dust from
189
the grave of a recently departed slave;"· · ar.d that if the individual
lied, he would die from the

d~aught.

were noted to have confessed.

Because of this fact, most slaves

This aspeci:·~ay be quoted more fully.

AL-iother method of detecting thieves was with the use of
graveyard'"·dust. Slaves felt that no matter how untrue a
man during the life~ on·his deathbed,·he would tell the
truth or -z-iskgoing 'to, hell. Thus, graveyard dust would be
gathered from the grave of the slave.last buried, and placed
in a bottle of w2ter, · The contents of the bottle·was offered to the accused. H~ ·was t0ld if he took the chicken and·
drank the water, he would go straight to hell; and if,
however, he did not take the chicken, he would have no fear
of drinking the dust.·· Being unusually superstitious, many
would admit to being the thief rather than have anything
further to do with the dust .. 190
·
188H. Catterall, Judicial Cas-es CoT.l~HT~i~g Ame.rican Slavery arl.d
The Negro (Washington, D.C.o: Carnegie Institute, 1932), p. '•04.

189

.
Blassingame, op. cit., p. 49.
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s.

l?eldstein, Once a Sla.ve (New

Yori:~

William Morrow, 1971), p.

171~~
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In remembering the signif ic~nce of a
this

p~per,

pois~!!_

ordeal presented earlier in

it was noted· that ndrinking fetishn or anything sacred in

the eyes of the users coristJ.tutes the users? conce;ption of the efficacy

of the draught,and that the . substance is· not thought to be a

poison~

rather to act as a poison -'in the case of the guilt of the accused.

but
Thus,

the report given would seem to indicate that the practice of drinking ·
draughts to test innocence· wes still alive among the slaves.

Changes i.n

the representation of the ordeals may be regarded as an alteration in

their needs, i.e., from murder to theft or to include both of these
crimes.

It may be that the _"practice of oaths and ordeals may have in-

creased in the manner of soci?l .Pathology-in that "neurotic" behavior,
resulting from the upheaval·. of social status and family orientations,
may have resultecl in an increase of crimes

of

slaves-against-slave.s and

thereby increased the use of methods of detection of these crimes, such

as ordeals and oaths.

Such a situation would seem to be substantiated
-_>.

,

by the fact that a great suicide rate was noted for slaves during the
Middle Passage and during the first decades in their new 1 ands.

191

Western European Influence
The first explorers to the coasts cf Sierra Leone and Liberia came
during the early to middle of the fifteenth century.

The great emphasis

at this time was for new lands and new sources of the luxury commodities
of the East such as precious metals and spice:s.

While the main intention

of these voyages to distant. aud strange lands in. Africa was the discoyery
and claim of these mater.ia1 goods, as well.as slaves, there was also the.

191 Blake, lee. cit.
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lure of the bizarre. which attracted some. of the earlier traders..

Some

of these early merchants, sach es Cadomosto in 1455, were. relatively
accepting and relatively nori-j~dgmental of the stranger behaviors of the

inhabi.tants; but by and la~:ge.,
it may be skid that the earlier traders
•:,
were more concerned with ccima~rce and the::i.r··ovm. illnesses tha.n with what
they wrote down for posterity... For this reason: the reports during this

period are concerned for the,·most part "t-.-rith physi.cal descriptions of the
inhabitants and the types ·of fauna and flora ·extant at the tirr:e.

was little concern

r~garding

not in the most obvious

sen~e

There

ideological fra~eworks or anything that was

sensational. ·This was the period of the

Portuguese and the early British explorers and lasted from approxi.mately

the 14SO's to the 1750's.

Also included in this period were the i-eports

of some Dutchmen, such as Olfert Dapper, whq, as noted before,, referred
to the Belli-Pa.arc society (Poro) ..
_The most remarkable description of the sass·wood ordeal, both for
its completeness and preci~ion of recording as well as for the relatively

early date at which it was written (1795), was that of Adam Afzelius,
a Swedish botanist.

His description of the ordeal among the Temne is

worth reproducing for the reader, and a slightly shortened version has
been placed in the Appendix.

It may be regarded as the basic description

with which to compare other accounts of

tht"~

practice; and it is unique

in the author's precision of accurate recording of events as well as his
perspicacity in their interpietation.

Afzelius was

trained~as

a botanist during the middle to late

eighteenth century ir.. two schools of thought tlihich affected the ability

as a recorder..

First was his instruction in Lj.nnean biological classi-

,.·

fication.

Where taxonomic ~'8.tters were net the concern of h:!.s record

in West Africa, such a sc~en~ific tra.ininf; may be considered to he.ve in--

stilled in Af zelius noti.ons 'of unemotional' observation of and attention
to detail which would, rov.ghly speaking, put everything in. its ccrrec t
place.

He wrote down everything he saw, even.details which others might

have regarded as insignificant or superfluous.
the Age of Reason were peaking in
appears t o h,ave b een

t

Europ~

The Scientific Age and

at_· t:his time, and Afzelius

1· .
. . .
o·f a 11 .tne b est qua.ities
or~ bot h ~ 192
h e recipient
1

In .addition, it has

·~een

.

reported that Afzelius was a member of an

intellectual society extant at the time called the Swedenbou.rg group.

The main tenet of this

soc~ety

throughout the world, which was

was the equality of the human races

a

remarkable notion for that period.

The importance of this philosophy can readily _be deduced in that it
would result in even further accuracy and lack of bias in the presentation of data.

This is

manif~sted

especiall7 in his record cf

~he

red-

water (sasswood) ordeal. ·Fortunately, Afzelius was a true sc:i.entistt
£:or the notion of equaB.ty among men did nc_t re~:mlt in romanticized,
Rousseauean notions of the Noble Savage.

It is of further interest to

contrast the "scientism" of a Swede whose c9u11try had little

o~

no

interest in the economic advantages of slawfry with the appr·oach used by
the English explcrers, such as Matthews arid Macaulay, whose interests

in the "inferiority" of the West African inhabitants were precipitated
'
193
by the economic advantages sought by their f.lOther countries.
_ Their
"scientific" s.pproach resulted not in the notion of equality, but_ rather
19?

-Af zelius, op. cit .. ·, pp e xi-i-:v.

193-.
f
i
~y ej op. c· t.
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in the "proof" that the· "natives" were "inferior" as presented by their
. f s a.mi~ "I)a.roan.~
·.
.. H
re li· gi ous b e 1_ie

-"

.-

practices~

. ordeal.
·suc.th as t h e sasswood
'·'

,·

Af zelius was at least

patti_~lly

aware of the seemingly unscientific view

of other Europeans when h~: _remarked, "watching such trials provides entertainment for Europeans

whi~h

they sorely resent when they are not able

to see them." 1°4
~

The difference between 'previous recotders 1 descriptions of the
sasswood ordeal and that of Afzelius lies

~ny

leagues apart.

also provided some interpretation of the practice.

He

Afzelius.

was the first

·to note, for example, the relatively-arbitrary nature of the accusations

made .. · "The real motivation for the accusations always remains a profound secret.

·He (the accuser) may do it upon a good foundation but

also only out of spite and enmity. And the accused have no other course
' .
195
but to submit to drink red ~ater."
It may be assumed from reading
Afzelius' account that the practice among the Temne and Bullom in 1795
was well established in its characteristics, and at least one of the
functions at this t5.me appears to have been as an equalizer of social
status.
In the latter half of the eighteenth century up to the beginning
of the twentieth century came men and women of multifarious purposes and
goals to the western coast of

Africa~

As the ut!itudes prevalent at this

time were many, they will be discussed in turn. This period was dominated
by British influence.

The "British mentality" at this time has been characterized as
194

Afzelius, op.

cita~

p. 91.

195Af ze.
, i us, op. cit • , p. 25 •
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be~ng "experienced and wise" in matters of the world, especially ·w"i.th

regard to Empire and uready to conquer 0 new, lands in the name of the
Queen.

196

·This era of British rule was dominant, aggressive, and vain;

and it reflected :Itself in the attitu.des towa1:ds the black inhabitants of
Sierra Leone and Liberia. ·.Where the colonists' main concerns were the
lack of suitable entertainment and the paucity of their accustomed foods,
the "natives" were dismissed in the following·cursory manner, provided

by one Colonel Ballantyne in 1870.
I use the term (savage) advised.ly, because I wish to call
things by their right name. The savage IS a savage, and in
my experience among .the natives of different parts of the
earth 11 I have never r;iet with what is styled the nNoble
Savage," nor even heard 'of a genuine specimen, except in cases
when individuals have embraced the civilizing Gospel. Let me
not be misunderstood. ·I ha.ve no sympathy ·whatever wfth those
who regard 11 niggers" as an inferior race pf ignoble men, who_
are only fit for the henefit of the highly exalted, to be
killed or turned into beasts of burden •. '· But on the other hand,
I have little sympathy; and no agreement_with those who, forgetting, apparently, that this red-Kafir is in truth a_savage,
would treat him as if he were already a Christian and try t.o do
him every possible goo4, and ch1.efly, to b~ing his soul in cpntact
with the savior, is our simple duty, bu~.: t_o _!:rust him is no
part of our duty. It 1s worse than folly because it defeats
our philanthropic views and prolongs his debasement. Who would
trust a thief i or a liar·~ or a murderer? The whole Kafir notion,
root and branch, is a huge thief, an inveterate liar, and a
wholesale murderer .197 :.,

The feelings that the "natiye" was an "uncontrollable savage" resulted in
records which are punctuated with numerous exclamation points, completing
remarks on the "intrinsic inferiority of the_

nati~1e.

11

Some records wer.e

not so caustic as others, but the general tone cf them was decidedly of

196Roy Lewis a.t.1.d Yvonne· Foy, The British in Africa (New York:
Weidenfield and Nicolson, 1971), p. 28.
197Lewis
. . ana. .F oy, op. c1•t ,, , p. ...?9 •

8 ..)
~

a superior making judgmtmts· o:n an infe::rior

4

·

Such views reflected a notion

which predominate.cl the latter _half of the nineteenth century in the form
of "pseudo-Darwinism," ~1hich assigned a '_'cfd.ldlike quality to the innate-

ly mentally deficient Afric&n," who required the moorage and steerage of
'. .
198
the whites.

The "inferiority" of the blacks was alleged to be re.flee-

ted in their polygamy, nakedness, the.:!.r body oder (which observation the
the blacks made about the whites), their "fetii:•hism" and witchcraft, and.

· '
·
iaa
their barbarities such as poison ordeals. . u

W"nether the motive driving

the adventurers, travelers,. an_d traders was the excitement of discovery·

or the desire for profits ·in a far-off laud of riches, it was the sense
of destiny on the part of the Victorian British to endure the legendary
White Man's Burden.
Assuming the "innate .'inferiority anq savagery of the black" inhabitants of Sierra Leone and Liberia, the manner in which the

report~rs

during this period would described the sasswood ordeal should· be consider-

ed.

In general, most writers were concerned more with the appearance

of things than their operation, and any items which were strange were

summarily dismissed as non-Christian and therefore evil.

In keeping

with such a categorization, the records from this period only describe
the ordeal in superlatives and :f.n the

bare~t

of detail and without tee

much of the benefit of explanations for their purpose in the society.
Explorers, adventurers, travelers, and others were not too concerned with the conversion of the inhabitants of Sierra Leone and Liberia

198Kings_ey,
1
op. cit.; p. ix.
199

Lewis and Foy, op. cit., p. 69.

SS
because their interests were more in trade and adventure and

fame~

Where they.con.defutled the practices, such ns.the sasswood ordeal~ which
they encountered there, there was little attempt made to change this
behavior.

The effect of this group

fJf

Victorian Brit:ish may be regarded

as minimal to the practice·· of: the sasswood ordeal.
The effect of the

miss~onary

germane to the preseut survey.

on the African appears to be more

The missionary, or so-called humanitarian,

approach to the study of the people of West Africa, long influential in
that continent as well as_-other areas of the Empire, originated in the
late eighteenth century as· a kind of over-reaction to and atonement for
the slave trade and the Protestant ideas which had supported

it.zoo

keeping with the notion of npseudo-Darwinisma described above, all

evils of the

soci~ty--pcverty,

In
the~

disease, fears-·-were blamed on what they

considered to be the evil,_-·,false religion_; and the missionaries arrived
in a flurry of religious fervor to

recti~y

residents the uTrue and Guiding Light."

201

the situation and to show the
. Where the missionary was the

one who stayed the longest with the indigens, k.new his language and some
of his custom, he also was the one who tried the most to alter the status

quo.

Missionary work bec·ame a conscious attack on the traditional

African society itself. · Conversion was not limited to rel:f.g:l.ous beliefs

and practices, but also to clothing, habits of be.havior, table manners,
artistic endeavors, and other aspects.
The recalcitrance on the part of the African to be converted
200Lewi.s a.."1.d Foy, op. . cit., p. 57 ..

201

rbid.
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to Christian belief, other than paying a token "lip service" by attending
church, may be expla.:tned hy two facts.

appeared to have engaged in the very

First; the missi.onaries themselves

wit~hcraft

and magic that they con.-

denmed. in the fact that they crossed the seas a.nd introduced such·charms
as .l;i.ghters and such magical tools as cameras.

It was difficult to

convert. the "virgin, if darkened minds, awatt:i..ng the. message of redemption and salvatio!!, "

202

if ,the white

himse~f

"sens~less and barbarian" to the black.

e,nguged in practices just as

Th;ls point of cultural relativ~

ism appears to have been one never really appreciated, considered, er

practiced by most missionaries.
The second factor of the inhabttants' unresponsiveness to the proselyzation may be explained in. terms of the resiliance of their relig:i.ous
beliefs tc change.

Since.these aspects fo:rmed such an integral part of

the culture with its moral rules, it may be stated that the
efforts to upset this balance were in vain.

missionaries~

The missionaries were par-

ticularly appalled by the belief system which functioned in relation to
"evil" as manifested by idolatrous "fetishesu and the belief in witchcraft, and not in. relation to "goodness aI?:d god."

The basic

~ebenssicht

of a people cannot be so readily and drastically altered as the missionaries had hoped.

An example of the missionary's attitude to the practices of the
inhabitants of this region may be seen by q_uoting briefly the records

of one missim:-i..ary, George ThompGon, who served in Sierra Leone in the
mid-nineteenth century..
202

Ibid.

His. report and

cornm~n~s

may be regarded as be-

88
ing fairly typical..

The reference is not to the sasswood ordeal in

particttlar, but to the gene:ral beliefs of the traditional African.
·What ideas a poor, ignorant African has o'f such idols or
fetishes, and the virtue of their worshi.pping them, it is
.difficult to find out .... We cannot get }.ow· ~~tg_h in their
deep depths of degradatfon to get a cleat understanding of
it; indeed their notions seem to be a cmifused mass of superstitious Jancies, that they cannot defiJl.itely and clearly
express.k03
·

and
••• Though they "know God," they do not pray to flj~m, or
worship Him, or study, ·desi,re, and seek to please Him,
but follow their own evilbearts; and for their known
wickedness, for not obeying the light they have,. they must
be condemned ••• Even of the heathen may fr be truthfully
said, "Ye knew your duty but ye did it not."204
With regard to more specific· "acts of crue.lty :. " Thompson has this to
say.
''.To the foregoing (description of the crue.lty of the Poro
s_acrifice) add the almost innamerable victims which are continually being burned to death for witchcraft, etc., and what
vast multitudes of innocent human beings are yearly sacrificed
on the altar of heathendom,· to superstiti.ori! It is awful t::o
think of it, and yet the stern and horr.id reality exists while
I write and you read. -~ay the blessed Gospel soon do a~~ay with
these savage cruelties!205
The intent and effect of the missionary on the practice of the
sasswood ordeal may be described.

Since

tqe '. missi.onary' s work

was

principally religious conversion, and since the ordeal and oaths belong
to that classification of items resistent to change, one can deduce that
the sasswood ordeal would remain constant in underlying ideology and
functions, if not in its manifestations.
203,...h
l10I!lpSOn: op .. ciL, p. 162.

204

Thompson, op. cit4, P.· 163.

205
.
Thomprmn, op. cit., P• 424.

The missionary attack was uot

B9
agai~>.st the ordeal

specifically: though it was condemned for. its inhumane

cruelty (so they thought),, but they did aft;.empt to change the religious

structure of a practice which would require .dissolving the beli.efs in
witchcraft and the spiritual efficacy of ~'drinking fetishu and oath- ·

swearing.

While the Afd.can "·may have attended the church services held

by the missj_onaries and

~hanged

the name_· of their nature gods to those

of the saints arid of their_ c:t'eator to God;; there was no change in the
structure of their belief ;ys'tem.

The historic.al record may serve as

witness to the fact that the sasswcod ordeal did not change in either
form or function, especially in the case of the hinterland tribes.

some groups did drop the ordeal because

of

Where

legal' government pressure.,

the oat;h-swearing was retained. and substituted for the ordeal.
Urbanization
It is signi.ficant to note that

indus~rialization,

which had served

as a boon to the slave trade in that slaves were exchanged fer manuf ac-

tured goods,

206

and

urbaniz~:tion

also affected the sasswood ordeal only

slightly :i.n form and not at all in function.

·Instigation of the Pro-

tectorate and lts laws forbidding ordealsZ9i Seems to have resulted in the
underground activity of the· sasswood ordeal .:!nd the. continuanc.e of oath-

swearing.

Oath-swearing persisted because ,'it was required in Sierra

Leonean and Liberian national courts and proved efficacious because of
the belief _held in them, that is·, that they ·would seek out the guilt in
a person if it were there.
206L ewis
. ana. F·oy, op. -c i ...,_.
207
.·.
Price,, op,, cite

90
. At least two reports have been m...~de of the contemporary use of
the sasswood ordeal in m:b,-an centers, which is unique to the records
offered for the practice.

In 1960 Gerard Peri6t reported that President

Tubman of Liberia had used .tl1e po:Lson ordeal to decide an of ficic.l case

. . 11age o f ~.K....
i n 19 ~' 7 i n t.·nevi_
04 1ous. ZOB
__

In ·addition, Hans

Himmelh~~ber

in

1958 reported the contemporary use of the s·asswood ordeal in Monrovia,
Liberia> so tha.t the use was not limited histcr:tcally to only the hinte.rland regions.

209

In the case cited by Himmelheber, the person employi.ng

the ordeal was a Dutchman ~hose knowledge

of

the ordeal's psychological

efficacy in the view of those tribes using it resulted in true self-

incrimination by those accused of theft, in this modern case.

The point

with both these cases is that up to the pre.sent time and in urban areas,
where one would expect the. influence of the .modern world to be the
greatest, the ordeal is stiil used, though

constitutions, they are illegal.

210

'f?y ·.~he writ of the countrie"s'

The specific case of theft has alter-

ed the use of the ordeal somewhat, but its

~asic

function of .ascertaining

guilt and the psychological .uses to which 1.t was put have apparently
not changed, in that the fear inspired in the accused is the mearis of

the ordeals' and the oaths'· operation.

One may assume that the educa-

tional function described in Chapter III has survived.

208 G. Periot, Night

o:t

the Tall Tree~ (London: Frederick Muller,

1960).
209 H. Himmelheber, Di.e Dan: Ein Bauernvclk im westafrikan Urwald
(Stuttgart: Kohlhammer Verlag, 1958).

210Price,
.
op. cit.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
One purpose of the thesi.s has been to mere clearly define the

meaning, characteristics, and purposes of the sasswood ordeal as well as
oath-swearing among the West Atlantic tribes of Africa.

By surveying

the historical sources over the past six hundred years, it was hoped
that a composite picture of the ordeal would appear and provide a
broader understanding of this ritual in terms of the legal and rel:f.gious
life of the societies studied.

In addition, since the approach a.nd

techniques used were historical, evidence of the persi.stence of these
practices was sought.

In order to determi.ne the success with which

these goals were met, a

bri~f

summary of the findings is necessary in

forming the conclusions.
I.

SUMMARY: THE SASSWOOD ORDEAL

The sasswood ordeal is a form of technological divination which i.s
utilized by those practicing it to solve p!:-oblems, especially regarding
crimes, which cannot be solved because there are too few facts.

Alter-

natively, the ordeal is used to decide cases, especially of witchcraft
and

adultery~

where the moral judges in the society, usually the

.!2_,

do

not wish to be held personally responsible for having made the decisions.
This "alienation effect" is achieved by the use of Poi;o masks among the
Libe.rian tribes, an.din additicr., by the fact that in the viewers' eyes,

92

these ordeals are manifested ·as the judgments of the supernatural and
not of human agents.
stringent

a~d

Such

a divine judgEent is thought to be more

impressive &,d, therefore, the lesson taught more deeply

engrained in the individual.
cacy to the fact that the-

The sasswood ordea.1 owes its special ef f i-

drink~~g-~f

draughts,, such as the sasswood

concoction, is an especial;ty potent way of testing-one's veracity and
"good faith," in that the individual drinking_ the infusion becomes mystically infused with the divinatory power itself, which will find the
truth of the crime-...:whether the accused is_· innocent: or guilty--within
the person and make the accused vomit if ·he is innocent.
There are several functions postulate.cl for the sasswood ordeal
and oath-swearing other than the obvious legal-religious guilt-determining mechanism, whose counterparts in wes tertl society may be seen in the
lie-detector test and in

~wearing

on the Bible.

It was noted that through the action of accusations, as rather

straight-forward projections of jealousy and enmity on the part of the
accuser, certain latent, and sometimes less-than-latent, hostilities
are released, which might otherwise disrupt the society's moral and
social equilibrium.

This was seen as the social unifying effect and

serves to re-achieve cultural balance by the ritual purgative demonstrated in both accusations and the subsequent oaths and ordeals.

The

ordeal is especially significant in this.regard in that a single individual, or "scapegoat,'' becomes the focus of these tensions and hostiH.ties.
In that the wealthy and powerful were usually the ones accused of

witchcraft and therefore subjected to the sasswood ordeal, the function

93

as a11 equalizer or leveler of social status ·within the society may also
By bei_ng fined or by the f an1ily of

be considered.

be die in the ordeal or

aft~rwards

the accused, should

as punishri1ent for his guilt, relin-

quishing all their goods and in the extreme becoming slaves, wealth in

the society is redistributed. and the former powerful ones are reduced to
a less-than-mighty status. ·This would serve to retain another kind of
status quo, in which the
power and wealth.

memh~rs

of the society were roughly equal i.n

In addition, it was thoµght that during the seven-

teenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries these functions were especially important because there_ was an apparent-increase in the number
of accusations and subsequent ordeals for the purpose of acquiring
more slaves for the markets of Europe and the New World.
may be regarded as

temporar~

Such a fact

functional change in the practice of the

ordeal due to outside economic pressure.
Finally, the sasswood,ordeal was seen·in connection with the Poro
secret society; and in this"sense, two functions were deduced.
because

the~

First,

were reported to possess the most powerful "medicine" in

the societies and the only "official" medicine to be used in determining
guilt or innocence

(~du),

-the sasswood

~rdeal

would seem to serve to

reaffirm the "policing" function of the Pore and especially the superiority of the

~

in this regard.

Second, t_he Poro, in performing the

ordeal, acts as an educational body in inculcating the norms and rules of
the society by the mnemonic device of the sasswood ordeal.
meant that through the
of the

ordeal~

pa~n_ar..d

By

th~s

is

the violent and emotional performance

the rules of the society, which were transgressed and

necessitated the ordeal, are further inculcated into the minds of the

QI
... .r+

aud5.ence observing the

practi~e.

TM.s may be mo:r.-e succi.nctly phrased

"setting an exampe" for the.rest of the society so that "it will not have
to happen to
II.

~~ .. "

CONCLUSIONS: ··; ET!IlmHISTORIOGHAPHIC PROBLEMS

In surveying the his tori.cal evidence., there were two principal
problems, other than the ones of ethnohistoriography mentioned in the
Introduction, which have placed limitations,on the drawing of specific
conclusions regarding the conservatism of the practice of
substantiation of those conclusions.

t~e

ordeal and

First,- the historical record was

piecemeal in the descriptions of the ordeal.

By this is meant that no

one tribe was reported continuously through time with respect to the
ordeal, so that it became difficult to accurately assess the degree-of
change with respect to this trait-complex for the whole area.
example, it was not possible that evidence

of

For

a change in form reported

for the Temne in the eighteenth century be- extre.polated as evidence for
'

.

all groups in all time per;iods of the West Atlc:.ntic cluster.

To attempt

to do so would give disproporti.ons ..
Second, the references

w~de

to the ordeal in the various tribes

were tangential and incomplete, in that the reporters usually merely
stated that the practice existed and very rarely did the authors go into
signHicant detail regarding the specific elements of the practice or any

form of interpretation as to its functions.

In short, no one has made

the complex the special focus of a study., The fact that the record
had to be pieced together in such a composite fashion as a result of the.
above-mentioned deficit in th_e historical record meant that any suppo-
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· sitions of culture change ~cu~d n~:ce-ssarily i·e.!41ain, for the most part:
conjecture.

Rathet:' than. th~ descriptions of the ordeel proper, the con···

texts became more important ~or the detection of functional persistence
in thH practice i.n that th~'se would represent significant changes o
Keeping in mind these probl:ems which were encountered, the historical

influences described in Chapter IV will he discussed.

III.

CONCLUSIONS: PERSISTENCE AND CHANGE J.N THE SASSWOOD ORDEAL

Islam

Islamic influence qn the_ ordeal would be limited to those tribes
which had had prolonged contact with that religion, and these were the
Mende, Temne, Yalunka, Vai, Susu, Grebo, Kru» and to a lesser extent the
Limbe..

Islam had already in its religious·. repertoire divinatory prac-

tices such as sand divination (kaesant) an_d the casting of stones
(angbere), and swearing o~ ·oaths on the Koran (angbaibel) would be congruent with the ordeal and oath-swearing already extant in the above-

mentioned tribes.

The cha,nge would be in .substance and not in kind, so

that the legal-religious divinatory funct-ion would remain the same..

In

addition, the written code-of the Sharia, providing a system of codi.f ied rules !9 would mean that. the mnemonic ef feet of the ordeal, as de-

scribed

above~

wculd no longer be required.for the learning and

emotion~

al inculcat:i.on of the laws of the society. :· The Sharia was "revealed
law" and because it, too, was divinely ordained, would retain religious
sanctions for moral conduct..

In conclus.ion, it may be said that the

shift was from the "violent" ordeals to more routine forms of divination

which would serve the purpose of deciding unknown or unknowable issues,

but which apparently implied· th.a diseolutio9' of the social status equal.,.
iz1:ng functions, in that there was a pre.sdge. factor attached to the
adoption of Islam.

The ed~cationa1 3 or ~ne.moni:c, functions were as-sumed

_[laver..x,
Slavery was selected

as a

possible. influence on the practice of.

ordeals and oath-swearing because it was correctly supposed that the

societal upset incurred by the
home and the chaos caused

b~

remova~·of .~embers

from the society at

the disruption of f ami.lies and ways of lifo

in the colonies would result in an increased· reliance on religious pre.ctices in the manner of social pathology: "cosmic thumb-sucking."

Of

particular importance in this case would be the function of tensionreliever and as a social unifier. in times of emotional stress.

It was

noted that the idea of drinking the concocti.on which held magic powers
of divining the truth within an individual remained and its frequency

apparently increased.

In this instance, the form changed from drinking

an actually poisonous, purgative concoction to :drinki.ng a symbolically

purgative bret.f of graveyarq: dust, whose efficacy would have to be purely
psychologicaL

The function remained the same, however.

It is not

possible to conclude at this time whether the educational function remained, for nowhere was there reported any·a.udience observing the-ritual
who would be required for the educational purpose.

Probably the moral

lessons remained, but one cannot be sure.
Note has already been made of the increase of the practice cf the
sasswood ordeal in connection with the greater. de=na.nd fer slaves, whtc.h
may be called an economic function.

.:.;

a~·i.<l. Mi.ssiona:des. ·

Western Europe: Explorers

Th~ western EuropE;ans '· -in particul~~ t.he British missionaries, madt:~
the greatest concentrated effort to change. the sasswood ordeal, because

it was part of the

legal:-religious.bel~efs

which were contrary to the

Christian "virtues" which they were prm.'!lulgating as a means of a.tonemenr:
fo_r their ow·t1 guilt of tl:le _sl~ving period.

The alternatives offered to

the inhabitants of Sierra Leone and Liber.ia.;..-going to church, praying to
a god dissimilar from their own system of nature spirits and

especial~.y

the denial of witchcraft as- a viable life-_force--were basically against

the grain of indigenous belief.

These alternatives were unsatisfactory

at an emotional and ideological level to the indigens in that they did

not solve their problems

a~d

daily dilemmas.

Their system of causality

based on the pervasiveness -of ancestral spirits, and non-ancestral
spit:its, allowed for direct justice meted out by the supernatural and
the obedience to the systen:i of "bland, unemotional" wrltten laws did not
prove a satisfactory alternative to them.

In keeping with the discussion

of the resiliance of religion, laws, and such practices as the sasswood
ordeal and oath-swearing
which
intermesh the two ideas, these items of
..• .,
.
'

~

'

"the essentials of ideological securj_ty" are noted to "die hard" unless

faced with

~qually

satisfying alternatives,_ which the missionaries and

government ofH.cials simply would not and could not provide.

Because

they viewed these practices as "cruel and savage'4 11 the sasswood ordeal
was made illegal by about_ the turn of the tw,~ntieth century, but oath~
swearing was allowed to continue because it was considered to be harmless
..

and also to be efficacious because of the inhabitants' belief in them.
However, regardless of the ban on ths sasswood o'i:'<lea.l by the Protectorate

...

governments, the practi.c_e has ccnt:lnued to the present (i.e., 1967) 211.
in the hinterlands and is I;~fformcd "undergr?J;.tnd," ind:i.cat:lng the persis·tence of the supernaturally_ sanctioned trials and judgments made through
the_action of the poison.
Urbanization
- If anything, the effect ·of the urbanization and more extensive encroachment of the western world, replete w-i.th its economic demands ("jobs, 0
success, ·a moneyed economy)_ ·and its soci.al ;requisites (monogamy, bilater-·
·ality, feminism, education) ·may be supposed to have increased the practice of sasswood ordeals and oath-swearing in their functions of relieving
social and moral tensions at a societal level.

Mention has been made of

the fact that divination, as a means of knowing the unknown and deciding
issue.s so important that the judgments shou.ld not be the responsibility
of "mere mortals," is tenacious and adaptabfe to various changing circumstances.

212

Howells has stated that the divinatory acts- and arts are one

213
.
1 • •
o f t h e most persistent
o f a 11 re-.1.gious
ac ti• v i t i es.
wor~d

pressures of the modern

Since the new

mentioned wou.ld result in greater personal

indecision, problems and tensions, it may be concluded that ordeals and
oath-swearing will probably persist at least· as lon.g as the pressures do.
It might even be likely that they would increase because the job and
moneyed economy may well result in a greater proportion of have's over
have-not's, whi.ch may, in turn, produce jealousies and enmity to

ca~se

the greater incidence, though clandestine, of accusations of witchcraft

211Fischer, op. cit.
212DorJann,
. .
op.
213

w. How~lls:

.

cit.~

p. 7.

The Heathens (New York: Anchor Books, 1962), p. 66.
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and the subsequant ordea.1 by

;S8.B.SWOOd

would . thereby posr:>ibly incn;!ase.

The functi.on of "sociel leveltngtl

e

The ed:Ucatfonal purpose for :f.nculcat:ing

group morals and rules w:ill.- also be expec~i;:;d ~c be emphasized if there
continues to develop nativistic movements in re.turning to the old
customs in reaction to the t~hite putting pressure on the black to adopt

the former's cultural mores •
.The situation may eventually arise

i ... here

the oath-ordeal complex

assumes the status of a cultur?-1 survival, that is, an item of cultunt.1
behavior which has remained beyond its innnediate "usefulness" to the
society and is retained for ''traditional" reasons.

It has already been

noted, for instance, that the political and legal authority of the Poro

has diminished through the '·years. ~
come more persuasive in

th~ir

14

If the western courts of law be-

ideology, the.directly determinat:i.ve and

retributive purposes of the 'ordeal may decline.

and sanctified techni.que for.educating its

However, as an emotional

µiemb~rs

in moral laws, the

ordeal-oath complex would :retain its utility.·. No evidence has been

found to support such a

fun~tional

shift at this

ti~e,

but future inves-

tigations may _provide data :for such a claim ·of cultural survival as a ·
part of nativistic movements or as a revival
IV~

In conclus1on,

throug~.

in

traditions.

CONCLUSIONS

the diachronic study of the sasswood

ordeal and oaths among the tribes of the West Atlantic cluster, a further
exploration and explanation of these speciftcpractices has been provided.
214Hariey, op. c .....
4t
1

f~

• -

~

'

1.0G
'Ihey .are seen as being E!?Senti.a}ly conservat'ive practices in that they
are

a

necessary part of the" fog al and religious_, life r::f the West Atland.c.

tribes a.nd the bas.ic str~e:ture of ordeals and oaths has not changed since

it was first di!e.ctly mentioned by Hawkins in .1560 to the. present day.

!luring the history of the practkes, th.ere have been certain formal
-

,

changes, such as swearing on the Koran rather to the individual nonancestral spirits, and

the_intensification-~f

the use of the ordeal in

matters cf theft in New World slave commun.i.ties; but essentially the
. form, contexts, and functions of the sasswocd ordeal and

oath-sweari~g

have remained constant through time, reflecting the adaptability of the
-comp~ex

in response to varying pressures and dilemmas.

In addition, it

has been demonstrated that .these purposes will_ remain in the future due
to inc'reasing, though differ~nt, pressures. from westc:rn societies to

conform to their value systems.

If they change at all, it will be as one

of the last elements.of the culture to

peris~,

for the resolution of

indecision and the desire and the necessity to know the unknown are part
of that amorphous quality, human nature, and no amount of Christian.
gospel and sc:!.entific "common sense" can solve that intrinsic quirk in

man.
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Kru, uGihis,
Mende, Gn!bo;
"Burfowali'' ·

x

x

Ter.Lne

x

x

x

N.

w.

...

Susu, Limpa,

F. M. H. Migeod

192_6

Capn .. Rene Viard

1934

Gue res

1938"

Shei'pro~

H.

u.

Hali

(?)

x

Kru.

Agnes McAllister

x

Bull om

x

x

(?)

EXPLORER

TRIBES

DATE

SASSWOOD

-·--··---·---·

OATH

.ORDEAL

--~~.·-·-·

M. McCulloch

N.~.

Mende,

Loko~

ca. 1945

. Temne :> · Limb a,
Vai, Yalunka,
s_usu, Koranko

x ,(?)

Charles Wilson

1947

Mano

x

George Schwab

1947

Mano, Gio, ;·vai.,
Half-Grebo '-'-Grebo

x

x

George Harley

194i

Vai,

x

x

Kpwasi!
Dan -

Mano~

Kpel~e,

x

Mende

Kenneth Little

1949

Esther S. Warner

1949

Ga.usseau

1958

Toma

Denise.Paulme

1954

Kissi

H. Iibltnelheber

1958

Dan

Gerard Periot

1959

Bass a

x

x

x (?)

x

x

''Liberians"

x

x

1959

Temne

x

x

1960-1961

Limba

__ x

x

Kenneth Parsons

1961

Ko-no

Eberhard Fischer

1967

Dan

Vernon Dorjahn
·Ruth Finnegan

x

x

x

APPENDIX :S

Reproduced from Adam Afr:elius, .?J:~,,;~,.J/.::mH~ Journal J.795-1796

(Uppsala, Sweden: Studia Ethnographic!! Uppsaliensa, XXVII~ 1967),

PP• 24-30.

A REDWATER TRIAL
It was about 10 o'clock a.m. when"-";.~ arrived .. and then almost

everything was ready for the tr.ial; but they could not begin it before
the arrival of Sr. Domingo t . as a principa.l perso.:1 j,n this business.
Near 11 o'clock arrived at last S1·. Domingo.

And as every thing besid.es

was now re.ady for the trial> they were going to begi.n it directly.

But before I commence to give a description of it, I shall state the
case,
w"hen that great Parlaver was held here :f.n September, I believe,

1793, on account of Prine".~ Naimbanna's death, there we1·e Natives and

their Chiefs ei.ssembled not only from Sie.rra Leone, but also from all
neighboring

Cou.ntri~.s

round al:out-·-During this time an<l second day after

they had been assembled,

J::,h~rc

was found fo. the mor:o.ing a <lead body in a

canoe in Susan's bay..

Being v·:Lsited it was. found to have a blow on the

head, and

it was ccrumonly bel3.·2ved, that the man had been

kill~d

co::se~q·u0ntly

by some body

u11kncwn-·~-But

as it was proved, that he had been

drunk the \)receding night: t it was not at. all.

:tmprobabl~,

have fallen do-w"n in the canoe and killed ·hi!J1self.

that he mi.ght
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But be this as it may;_ the you:1g Domi.n.go, to whom the dead. man

belonged, accused another froc Bullamshore of t.aving killed him.

They

had been seen together the.pre.ceding nightr; as well a.s some othe:r Natives,

drinking and rankling.

But as the accuser particularly if a headman

in

a capital crime is not obliged to alledge any reason, the real motive
of the accusation always remains a profound secret~

He may do it upon a

very good foundation, but ,also only out of spite nnd enrnity..
accused have
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And the

other change or method of c::Iearing himself, than to

submit to drink the red water.
This is the case

here~

The poor man from Bullamshore was accuse.d

of having killed one of little Domingo's people, and little Domingo was
not satisfied without his. drinking of red water"

But it seemed

as

he had

directly taken his refuge to Jennny Queen and Robin Dick, for they were
.

evidently his defenders.

.

He was. now livil1g .in the town of the latter

and under his protection, a:Q.d the former had already let him secretly
drink the red water to see, whether he could stand the public trial&
This is however common, and scarcely any·bcdy drinks publicly the red

water who has ..not done it privately before amongst his fri.ends.
As Robin Dick and Jemmy Queen were on the side of the accused, so
great and little Domingo were against l~im and the latter acquiesce<:! entirely in the superior talents and uncommon efforts of his Brother to
get the man guilty.
And no "onder, that they ·make their best endeavours on both sides;

for when the matter is cari.·ied so far as to the trial, it is an affair
of great consequense to

bot~

parties,

For qn one aide there is a life

tc be lost or saved, and even .:lf the. man should not die by drinking of

1

""!

r:

-·.J-V

the water, if there should b~ com:mftted the.l~ast fault, or he not able

to stand the trial acco~rd.ing to the full vigour of this savage custom:o he
will either be doomed to slavery, he and his whole family, or pay three
sla"?es to the: accuser.
On the other side there is the prosecutor, who if the defendent geeE:

through

~he

trial in its full ~xtent accor~ing to the laws cf the country

as they call it,, will be o.pH.ged to pay a

slave~

who, it seems, ought

in justice tc belong to t21e accused, but whose. value his defenders always

share between themselves •.
As it is necessary that the red water should be taken on an empty

stomach, watch is a.lways given to the accused the night previous to the
trial, in order to prevent.him from eating anything, that may promote
throwing off the water by vomiting.
At our arrival to Pri!lce George's, .the. delinquent and his body
Guard~

consisting of about 8 or 10, chiefly young men, were seated in the

Parlaver house, and no other person was then allowed to go there.

They

were all dressed in a decent manner, but the accused was stark ncked,

except a narrow cloth or girdle round the waist.

As soon as Sr. Domingo had arrived, th ts body of people arose, on
a signal or order given by Pririce George, going all in the wood, and one
of them carried the delinquent on his back.

The cause of their retreat,

I suppose, was to Il'.ake necessary preparations and to put everything in
.\

readiness and

ord~r

on the place of the trlal--In the mean time there. was

a great deal of consultation between the Chiefs, particularly those who
were interested in the issue--An.d at last they were all called to come

in Prince George's house by. Domingo, who read to. them, being assembled

11i
and seated dmm on the-: gr.ouv.d, ~1 long speech, containing

This bei.ng finishe.d ~ there was

n:ent of the case and the ind.:tctnent.

fired a. gun, as a signal that the trial we.z to C"-)i1Xmenc.e.
all retire to the place, where

8.i.1.d.

waa to be

that we shou.1.d

gone about a.

half a mile through the woods, we arrived to a lugar, where we fou:1tl the

delinquent and his att:endent.s before us, on the left ha:Ld sj.de or toward:~
the west, for we came j_n. to the place irom .about the south,

We T,v·ere

ordered to keep to the ri.ght hand side or towards the East ••• Amongst

us and next to us we·re

th~ pi:ind pal c!1ie f

s seated, as Sr. Domingo,

Robin Dick, etc.--Behind us and towards the
the lowt:!r peoplel> and farther towards the
entrance to the lugar, wen:: standing all

j"!

s. ,
tl~e

i..,

L.J. ::""' ..

were a great crowd o:t

on tha right hand of th{;
women and the smaller chil-

dren, and the very entrance was occupied by some. of the inferior chi.efs-on the North or towards the sea

w~~re

no pcqple at all.

Jemmy Queen and

Prince George had placed themselves within. the crowd, at some distance:
from one another--This whole assembly was thus arranged in the form of
a cirkle, which was open on.the N. Side.

The accused stood before his Guard, very near to it, and turned
hi.s face towards the south .... At the right. hand side were erected two

stakes at a distance of four feet,
was much h:i.gher than the

other~

~"1.d

of these that tot-mrds the south

These two .stQ.kes were besides joined by

two cross-stakes, one above. the other and. on different sides of the
erect stakes, or i.n th&t manner, that they formed a. sort of seat, the

upper cross stake being a support to the back, and the lower one
to sit on.

a

piace
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Behind this so called seat
S1• o"e

or

towa.:rds :the west, and the southt~:m

1
of- ....it,. the
"'
d was }lea.t J...y
•
Il -r.1
l
arcun
cover.ea~ wit
~ antain Leaves, on which

were placed. the bark, that was to be used t a ~.~rge bra.ss kettle., ~illed

.with clear water, a straight.new cut

stake~

a whiskor·wisp with fou::·

short thick horiv.:mte.1 te:eth o,f the same length and in the form of a

half cirkel, and a larger Poloon or Wooden mortn:r.

These implements

seemed all very neat and clean and were all put on the south side of
the seat;--Before the seat ~ere some new

c·u.t ·sticks

all laid across, .on

which the delinquent was ·standing, so th.at pe"-did not touch the ground.
The effects and consequences of drinking the water ara, according
If the drinker by

·to the ideas snd custom of the· Natives as follows:

vomiting throws up all the Colah or rice he ·has taken on an empty sto.
.
mach, before the sunrise tl_l,~ followin.g morni_ng o_r much more if he does
it during the very trial then is he innocent and publicly declared not

guiltv of the crime for which he was accused.
the spot, or by purging get rid of .the Colih
and proclaimed

~ilty.

J~ut
o~

if he should die on

rice, then is he believed

In_ the former case h:ts whole family and sometimes

alsc his nearest relations ere sentenced and dragged into slavery; and

in the latter he is to j oln them himself and to she.re their miserable

fate.
As soon as the man has '.tomited any part of the Colah, he is released for the present and allowed to leavE! the place cf Trial, tho'

always accompanied by his guard or some other pe:rsons, who narrowly

watch him, for he is not yet considered as innocent.

He must by vomit-

ing get rid of all the Colah he has taken, before the next morning, and
that without b.a.'\'i.ng any other evacuation ch1rir..6 the same time, neither
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pissing nor purging.

But ·should he fail in,

-,

an~y

of these circumstances,

that is to say, i f before :~~h~ stated tirr1e n~ither all the Colah should
come-u.p, or he sht.:mld be ob~iged to go to.Stool or under necessity of
pissing; then he is considered Guilty and doomed to slavery.

But in

this case he can redeem hims~lf by procuring three other slaves wh:lch he
had not right or sanction -to do, if all the Colah had remained wHhi_n

the body or

be~m

purged out, _and no part by .vomiting thrown- away.

Amongst the Guard of'_ the delinquent ·t.here is always one confident
person selected as Headman, who superintends '.all the preparations before

the Trial and the making of the red water, .who makes some speeches and
who takes care, that every thing goes on decently and according to
custom during the whole Trial.

The person who was now chosen seemed to

be a middle aged man grave and steady, with shaved head.

him before.

I never saw

He opened the proceedings and spoke some words, as soon as

.we were all assembled and seated.

I understood, he reproached the Head-

men and Chiefs for having retarded the Trial and had kept him, the watch
and the delinquent waiting too long a

time~

gave him an ii'nimated answer -in few words.

· Jemmy Queen and Robin Dick
They se.emed to speak with

indignation.
This nJatter being settled it was ordered, that the Red water should
be made--The Headman who had the direction of this business, arose and
spoke to him and to one of his .attenclents or of the guard, who directly
took up the bark intended. for the preparat:ton. of the water, and shewed

it to the assembled multitude, turning it on ·all sides and in all dit.·ections for a gocd while~

There we::e three _pie-ces or cakes of it, nearly

orbicular, almost as large .ae commcn places·& all of equal size.

The

"'l l'j("\
.... i..1.•l

outer or rough bark had bt:!en ta.ke.n off a.rid th.a cq.ke,.s afterwards scraped:.

washed :t and cleaned in a ni1:e

manne~~.

In this state th~y vcrc shcl-m to the, su~rounding crowd; which bei.ng
.

/.

done, they ~'1cre untied and taket'4 Out of tht cleft of the stick, in order
as they sat in it, and laid_ down on the Barn:11-:.a L~aves.

The man who was

...

ordered to prepare the red-water took then, after ha.v:tng previously
washed his hands, these batk

J~akes,

.

one uf tc:r the other. and ·holding

.

them over the wooden mortar, 'broke them into p:i_eces, whi.ch were afterwards beaten by a wooden p_estle into as small·-parts as the moisture of

the bark would permit of, for it was not dried, but quite fresh, taken
from the tree that very morning.
The bark being

suffici~ntly

pounded, i t was

and put in.to the Brass Kettle above

mentiol'._'led~

tak~n

out of the Poloon

which I was assured d.id

not contain any thing pu.re pure· and clean water.
/'·:
Here it remained for a while in order, as I supposed, that all

virtue, power and strength ·contained.in the ba.rk, should be drawn out and
communicated to the water--In the meantime several transactions took
place, which "I shall relate in order as they were performed.
In the first place the Headman of the Guard on the maki.ng of the

red water rose and advancing towards the delinquant stopped opposite
to him at a very little distance.

Here he held a long speech to hir.n,

which he seemed to deliver with a cool steady an<l deliberate mind, without that affect~d zeal, t~1at noisy "1chemence and those ridiculous gestures, which disgraced the.performances of. the Other Orators.
understai-id a word of what he sa:i.d.

I did not

But Lshould imagine, that he re-

peated the indictment, .stat2d the case with d.11 its circumstances, and

admonished the accused not. to drink the wate.r, if he was guilty, but

exhorte:d him en the contrary to shew himself an Herop in case he: was
Innocent, and. so on-~Before he ~egan his speec.h, he took out of his·pccket a red Colah, I believe a whole one, an~!: having taken a bite of it
himself, which he shewed &."1.d swallowed, he _gave the rest to the delinquent who also shewed and swallowed it--As bei.ng no chief he was not per-·

niitted to use the sacred Parlaver-broom or brttsh--During the whole speech~
.

.

there was a man of the gua;-d. standing behind the delinquant, and turn:i:ng
his back towards the speak'!!r' s face and the·· -btfok of the delinquant,
finished every sentence of the speaker with· a word, that signifies the

same as our

Am~

or it is true.

As soon as the Speaker ·had ended his d:tscourse, he withdrew and
'

sat doWI1 on his former

'

pl~ce

But then began the delinquant himself

to speak, in order as I Wi~S_ told, to clear ·himself of the crime laid to

his charge, .and to prove his innocence, which woul,.cl appear more evidently

.by his drinking the red-water without the least hesitation, as he was
convinced, it would not de.him the least i.njury .... The assembly seemed

not displeased with his

defen~a,

tho' pretty long, they listened to with

attention and patience.
After he had finished, the man, who had before pounded. the bark an<l
put into the Brass Kettle, ·began to take it up out of the water •••
--He took the pounded bar~c, and squeezed it with all his might _between. tb::

hands, in order that all the water contained in :i.t:: mj.ght run out in the
kettle, and at the same time he rolled it into oblong balls as large as

a fist, which he laid down on the Banana Leaves!.' one near the other.
J.nd this operation he continued till there ~·;as r"o bark left h1 the watey· ..

·;

.
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l'hen he took the whisk and beat it un:interuptedly, tiJ 1 it began
to lather _so much, that I saw nJ.e froth .~1bove the edges of the Kettle.

This. circumstance made me quite astounded,._ f~r I had not e~;pected · tn find

such'· a virtue in the redwater bark, which I }':.ad hitherto only· ccnsi.dered
as \~netic~ and powerful. c.atp.artic.

But. being· at the same time of a

saponaceous nature seems rather inccnsist.ept, for

•
common 1y::a.estroys
t he

~

:torm~r
I

t\·m.

th~ latte.~

qual:i.ty

The case;;must therefore be this ..

Either operates the. red wai:er· only as to its quantity taken and that

differently according to. different constitl!tions; or do .they secretly
put

s~me

emetic into the water.

t~

But as everything seems

ed very fairly ar.1d in so open a manne.r, that any body may

be administer-

discover~

whet-

her there is committee any :i;oguish trick, or not; I caa not conceive, hew
it might be possibly dor:.e, if the enVi~tic substance should not be put

beforahand fo.to the m.ortar or the clean water ·contained in the brass
Kettle, these being the only tl<!o things I ci:>uld not examine myself nor

did I see a11y body else do. it .--But be this as it may, it is an undeniable

fact, that the red water produces a lather

li~e soap,

and that the effect

or consequence of drinking i:t, is vomitlng or purging.
The water, which a person accused of a. Cf-7.pital crime, is obliged

to drink according to the. Afric.an custcm, is called Red water cve.r the
whole coast, at least hereabouts and to the northward..
mination one would

r1atural~y

From this deno-

expect to fi.nd ej_ther the bark or the water

or both of a red colour; but no such thing, '·for though the bark has

times and in some places a faint tincture cf ·a pale
serve the least of it in the water.

what m:lght have been

th~

red~

some~·

you won 1 t ob-

And therzfc•re I do not understand

crigin Gnd cause of this improper name.
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As soon as the culpri.t had finished hi.s' speech, there was adduced
by Beaver Tom some Grigris coi1tained in a leather b~g, and which I helie:ir~

consisted chiefly of some n~w cut and fresh twigs of certain plants.
This., bag being laid up_on th~_ ground before the accused at some distancr.:
from him,. Beaver performe.d a reH.gious or rathe.r supersticious ceremony

in consacrating the Grigris.by strewing some flour of Indian corn on them
and in a circular form on both sides at a gr~at distance, and at the same
time delivering a long spec¢h er speaking continually during the whole
operation.

Grigris so sonsecrated are considered more holy than before and by
them the Culprits are to __·swear, whose oaths are then regarded as more
binding than oth_arw!ss; just in the same way' as the Bible is used in

taking ciaths by the Christ;:ian.
the Culprit began to

spea~,

When

Beavc;:r Tom had performed his

office~

-swearing by his consecrated Grigris, that he

would speak truths and was willing to undergo the trial by drinking the
red-weter, as he-knew, that it could not hurt him being innocent.
The water being cleaned from all bark and properly beaten by the
- wisk, some of the Chiefs and several other -persons arose and went to see,
whether the water was properly made, pure_an4_ genuin.e, as it was now

considered as ready made.

And after them having unanimously testified

-thei.r approbc:tion of it, -the Headman of thf:: Culprits Guard arose to
consecrate this water by making a speech o\rer it • • .. (and) he followed
a usual custom in striki·ag the Kettle a certain number of ti.mes with

each of the sticks.
Having gone. through.all the sticks and finished his speech, the
Cbi.efs · gave signal, every thing now being ready for the beginning of the

most essential and most serious part of this water ordeal. -The Di.rector
spoke then to one of the;_ attendants to adr.iin:ister the water. to the Culprit:-

who had hitherto stead upon some cross stick~ immoveable turning his

face towards the South·

or· s'.s.E.,

as

I

have observed above; but now when

he ·was going to begin the,,drinking, he moved and set himself up. in the
towermost cross stick betw~en the two posts, -which I have mentioned above

was put together in some sh.ape of a chair,·, at··:1east so that he could use
the lower cross stick as a seat and have s_upport for the back of the
upper one.

He now turned)d.s face towards t}le East or the E.N.E.

Being thus seated, the man, who was ._a.ppointed to administer thE.:
water, and who now for· a beginning was the.same that had prepared it,
took a large Calabash

me~suring

a.bout a pint H.lled it quite full with

the prepared water, leaving only some few ¢rops on the bottom whlch the.
administrator of it in order that the ordeal should be perf()rmed fairlyi
poured out· on the ground,· so openly and slowly that evexy man present
could see, that the Cala}?ash was_ quite
a11d so

on

empty.~

He then. filled another,

uninteruptedly, 'till he had consu..111ed five' then he wished for

some respite, which being granted, he direct_ly began to puke and threw

up a great deal of water, after some vain efforts and violent convulsi.ve
motions of the mnscles of the Belly, which were evidently seen from without, and must have t(':rtured hi!!l internally with excruciating pains.
After a short pause he desired. the ·m:1n tc give him some more water
and then he drank fh"e full Calabashes agafn\t but not sa fast and unin-

te:ruptedly as the five first.
every.s~cond

For he stopped new a little at each or

Calabash, reaching and vomitingvery often more or less,

commonly with muscular

con,~ulsicns

in the stcmach.

most essential and most ·serious part ,"Jf this water ordeal. . The Di.rector
..
· · t-.e..,,. the T1ater to the CulP. . rit ~
spoke then to one o f tne
a.ttend an t s t o a dr:.un_is-~....
¥'

.

who had hitherto stcod upon soma cross stickc immoveable turning his

face towards the Sou.th or· S.S.E., as I have chserved above; but now when
he \-.,as going to begin the, drinking 11 he moved and set himself up. in the
towermost cross stick between the two posf~s, ·-which I have mentioned above
was put toge.ther in some shape of a chz..ir,.' at'··least so that he could use

the lower cross stick as a seat and have stipport for the back of the
He now turned'.-J,Lis face towards.· th~ East

upper one.
B~ing

01:'

the E.N.E.

thus seated, the man, who was appointed to administer the

water, and who now for· a beginning was th~· same that had prepared it,
took a large Calabash

me-~suring

about a pint -H.lled it quite full with

the prepared water, leaving only some few 4rops on the bottom which the
administrator of it in order that the orde~i ·should be perf<Jrmed fairly i
.,_.)
..: ...

poured out on the ground,· so· openly and s~owly that e·ve1y man present
could see, that the Calabash was_ quite empty .. _ He then. filled another,
atld so

en

uninteruptedly, . till he had .consumed five, then he wished· for

some respite, which being granted, he direc~ly began to puke and threw

up a great deal of water,. after some: vain efforts and violent convulsive
motions of the muscles·of the Belly, which.were evidently seen from with-

out, and must have t0:rtur~d hi!!t internally with excruciating pains.
After a. short pause he desired the ·.mi'1i1 to give him some more water
and. then he drank fii.te f~111 Calabashes agafr..:t but not s~ fast and unin-·

t{;:ruptedly as the five first.

For he stopped now a little at each

02·

every second Calabash, rea,_ching a.nd vomit~ng very often more or less 9

commonly with muscular com,...Jlsicns in the stcmach.
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• •.• Sr• Domingo arose", went to the
to speak in an animated ·voice...

pla,.c.e,

took the whisk and began

He.secmea
·
~ to·emp
·
1 oy a 11.... ·his endeavour, a11

art c.nd cunning, .all possible· efforts,· all st~E:ngth of argumen~s and
reasoning~ - shortly

all means and devices his .-natural skill and acquired

abilities could afford or. furnish him with,

.to

put the Culprit in fea.r

and make him despondent, and to convince the assembled multitude, that he
was guilty of the capital crin:e _he was accu.sE:d pf..

He ~he ref ore not being

satisfied with the Timany '(Temne) Grigri$!) or thinking them not powerful
enough, let his own, or

Po.r~uguese

Grigris, be brought forward and put

near -to t~e former; and _spoke over them alternatively for a good while.

(The Culprit) drank now and then a Calabash of.redwater, and when he had
taken the 10th, he vomite.d abundantly throwing up a great quantity of

water and at last there c·~e · out some thing which at the distance I sat
seemed on the ground where it fell to resem1>1e white froth, and on my

asking what it was, I got: for an answer tha.t it was a part of the half
Cola he had been eating before the commencemept of the trial, that he now

began to shew his innocence and_ that he consequently could hope .to go
through h:i.s trial without any detrimental actident.

As soon as this

par~:

?f the Cola was thrown up, many of the assem-

bled people, and principally all the

chie~ men~

'

arose and went to lock
'

at it, several of them at the same time utterin$ some few words which I
was told implie.d, that tho' i t was the true. Colah he had vomited stilJ.. it
was not: a sufficient portion. to shew that

degn~e

of innocence, that he

could yet be released, but he must first <lri1?-k .some more water.

And

accordingly he set about:' it again • • • and at the e.nd of it threw up a
greater portion 0£ Colah, which being observed~· Jemmy Queen stood ~lp ar.:'~
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spoke scaie few words to him, purporting as I.understood, that he had new

innoc~n<;~e to be at some .l~berty ~

shown enough of his

a11d that he could

-therefore now descend from l;li~ seat:, go home an~ take sotlle rest.

Then Cal!H.?

an

old w~man' and spoke to. the Culprit in a very decent

and emphatic manner.

Her sp~ech was rather -short, which being finished

therE.: came two young women running out from the f:;raale crowd towards the.
Culprit, accusing him for bad behavior tc the sex in general and them in

particular as he had not done h:i.,.:; duty and ·given tham full satisfact:fon~
speaking rather indecently_ but: in few words .. - They had neither the

whisk-in the hand, nor did -they seem to make so much ceremony of it as the
other speakers. They were orily forced according to the usual custom to
confess open.ly their secret'.· opinion about ·the Culprit, for at such
occasions every body

presen~

man or woman who has any thing against the·

per.sen who stands his tri.al, must come fon1ard and publicly accusa him c.f

it.

This is the law of the Country.
During these speeches of . the women, the, Culprit took two· or .three

calabashes of water.

It did I1ot do any effect before they had retirad,

and then he vomited very violently, and at l~st' threw up a great port:i..cn

of Col.ah, than he.did the first time; which b2ir..g observed, several went
to look at it. but Jemmy Queen approaching

near~r,

spoke some few words

to the Culprit, purporting as I understood, that he had now shown enough

of his innocence to be set at some liberty, and that he could therefor2
now descend fr.om his seat,- go homa and take scme rest.
R..ccordingly, he

descended~

shaked h:tmse:lf as a wet foul stretched

out all hi.s limbs and. very unexpectedly

began~

in a moment to run as faet
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as he ever could, towards ··.Prince George' ..~. town, w.1c.
h · h wen
h
the people

saw, they gave up a terrible shoi1t, and ran ~f·ter him ns if they had been

~d, particularly the Ch:i.~f s, who by thei·~ violent endeavours, soon out4

st1 ipped all the others _and, became the .fore,mo_st, next to tha Culpr:i.t,

keeping close to his heels, bellowing, roaring; howling all the while,

. till they reached their g,oal.

We then found as ·before the td.al, the

women in one place or hous.e, and the men dh;petsed about :tn seve!'a.l~
walking or. seated, silen~ or discoursing, ~md _.in the middle. of them the
Culprit in the same undress taking exercise by walking, runn5.ng, and
jumping in order to prev.ent an.y bad effect of his drinking

S()

much water

and of other restraints during the trial by s-itting or standing ire::noveable for so long a while. ..

I enquired what might

be

the meaning of ,their:running so fast after:-

the Culprit, their shrieking and crying, and, what it now was to becoma
.of him, whether his.trial was over and he sat at perfect liberty as found
innocent, or whether he was :to be ·kept in cti,stody still longer, as having

not yet fullfilled all the ·1aws required--_To the first I got for

answer~

that it was a custom of the Country to cry and run after a culprit to
prevent him from any evacuation during the way·,, for in that case the
trial should turn out abo;rtive, and the Culprit: be found guilty in a
certain degree--A.nd as to his present situatiotJ., they said, he was only
released from the hardest or most difficult part of the tiral, that he may

have the opportunity of

tald~g

some rest and getting a necessary re.laxa--

tion, but he was still in some sort of coafitjement, and they were to

watch him narrowly till

~ay·~ight

and the following morning, in order

that they should see themselves and so be able 'to convince others, that
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he had . really vomited up ~he .whole Colah ~be':f oz-e that time wl thout any

other evacuation.
During the whole trial the assembled multitude behaved with greater
propriety order and decorum, "than· I had expected.

Every one set quite

sti.11 and attentive on. what' was going >forward .:V.ery: seldom any .body
spoke .or made the smallest· n6i;3e but who. hacf'.a. right and ·observed his
due ti..TU.e • ~·. The people w~~i set or stood in;;. sem.icircles conf abuJ.a.ted a.lsc
together rather too loud and., sometimes too

in this r.egard as bad as any b9dy · else •

inuct1.

And we Europeans were

